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Sports teams
stage protest

Afternoon delight

Athletes, coaches, supporters
want programs reinstated

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer

Reggae musician limana stretches his arms on the lawn in front of Clark Library before playing his congo drum

Late-night splashers get caught
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Having an off-limits Oly mini: sized pool right next door is a real
temptation on a hot spring night.
The opening of the Rec Center
pool has been postponed four times,
causing some students to long for the
feeling of a refreshing plunge into
the new. spacious facility.
On Thursday night, the temptation
became too much for three dormitory residents, who climbed the 12 foot fence surrounding the pool and
took the plunge.
Unfortunately for them, however.
the swim could prove to be a $100
dip into their pockets.
Brian Augusta. Brad Coakley and
Katy Osborn were charged with trespassing by university police, whom
Augusta said told them they could
face the fine.
"It was fun... Augusta said Fri

’it was fun. The water was warm, but if I get
stuck with a $100 fine, it wasn’t worth it.’
Brian

Augusta.

late-night swimmer

day. "The water was warm, but if I
get stuck with a $100 fine. it wasn’t
worth it.

officer who lives in Allen Hall. ,aid
she was walking past the pciol v hen
she heard laughing and splashing inside. Schlo/ said she called UPI) because she was concerned that swimming in the pool could be unsafe.
especially late at night.
"Some people think I might have
called because I’m on a power trip.
or that I’m jealous that I wasn’t in
there swimming, she said Ft -Rio
"But it’s really a safety concern
The pool is still closed for a reason.
There could be electrical or chemical
problems with the pool...

chains to jump off the diving board
when three students began yelling at
them through the fence that campus
security officers had spotted them.
"That’s an expensive dip." he
They were saying we should get
said.
Schloz said she also felt it was
out, that the bluecoats were coming.
Despite the possible fine. how- but I didn’t believe them. Augusta dangerous for people to be swimming late at night without a lifeever. Augusta said he liked being said.
Coakley also said the swim was guard.
one of the first students to enjoy the
new pool and that he thinks it will be fun, but expensive.
Coakley admitted that there were
"It was a blast, the water was health concerns he did not take into
a good addition to the SJSU campus.
account before he took the dive.
Augusta said he and the other two great. he said.
See PLUNGE. bark page
swimmers were climbing around
Connie Schloz, a campus security

By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
Angry over the elimination of four
SJSU sports, student -athletes and
coaches are staging a protest rally
today at Tower Hall.
Wrestling coach Kevin Hejnal
helped organize the 3 p.m. rally at a
meeting between the field hockey
and wrestling teams on Thursday.
He said he hopes it will generate
enough interest to persuade the administration to reinstate the lost programs.
"(Athletics Director) Randy Hoffman’s idiotic comments keep me
fired up." Hejnal said Friday. "I’m
requesting that Hoffman resign immediately for the best of the university."
Along with the rest of the Athletics Board, Hoffman reconiniendecl
the elimination of field hockey.
cross-country, wrestling, and track
because none were adequately
funded. SJSU President Gail Fullerton accepted the recommendations on Thursday.
At that time, Fullerton said the
cuts did not result from an intercollegiate budget deficit. Rather "existing resources.’ will now provide for
a full-time academic monitor, a
strength coach, and a compliance
program for conference and National

AIDS mystery still puzzling

Legacy of the Chicano movement
continued with spring ceremony
By I.isa Ostroskl
Daily staff writer
Once again. graduating SJSU students will carry
on the tradition evolved from the Chicano movement
of the 1970s. when they participate in the 18th Annual Chicano Commencement on May 28.
The bilingual ceremony is open to all students.
Coordinators Gilbert Velasquez. Art Villarreal and
Elaine Alvarado said the ceremony is not in competition with the university commencement and is scheduled for the afternoon so that students who want to attend both can.
Students who want to participate in the Chicano
ceremony must fill out the necessary form by May 20.
The goal of the graduating students and the coordinators of the event is to make the ceremony as per-

sonal as possible. Each graduate will he recognized
individually and receive a certificate.
Villarreal said that students can personally address or thank the people who helped them attain their
goal, during the ceremony. Approximately 30 to 40
students attend each year. "We attract a diverse
group, people from all different majors," Velasquez
said.
Jose Carrasco. professor of Mexican -American
Studies, said "The Chicano commencement gives
meaning to what it means to successfully complete a
major event in your life. It is for (the students’) parents, for their spouses -- an occasion of celebration
that’s personal and community (oriented)."
The first ceremony here in 1970 was initiated by
See CEREMONY, back page

The coach said response to the
rally has been "fantastic," and he
expects a large turnout. He stressed
that all "lovers of SJSU sports"
should attend.
As lovers of their own sport,
members of the wrestling team will
definitely attend, said wrestler
Ruben Gonzales.
Gonzales, a sophomore studying
administration of justice, said the
rally is meant "to tell Gail Fullerton
that. . . . if you cut the programs
out. people are going to care...
The student rejected an offer from
an Oklahoma college to wrestle at
SJSU.
"I thought the program would still
be here." he said. "I can’t get reinstated. I don’t know what I’m
going to do."
As a member of the track team.
Paul Abbott said he also feels discouraged.
See PROTEST, hack page

Sivertsen calls for
more campus unity

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
A transformation is likely to occur
in SJSU’sAcademic Senate when
Wiggsy Sivertsen takes office as
chairwoman in the fall.
"I’m going to try and make some
real changes. Sivertsen said.
The former vice -chairwoman of
students per year as alcohol -related illnesses."
Walters said. He said increased intravenous ster- the decision -making body said she
oid and other drug abuse in dorms and college was going to put some effort tin% ard
towns are contributing factors to the rising num- increasing a sense of campus community.
ber ofAIDS cases in universities.
"(Members of the Senate) are like
Walters became an activist in AIDS education
after he tested positive for the virus in October separate islands that just happen to
occupy the same piece of land." Si1986.
After recovering from an AIDS -related dis- vertsen said.
When we make decisions, others
ease. Walters decided to do something worthwhile with the rest of his life, he said, so he de- are effected. she said.
The Academic Senate is an
cided to come to SJSU.
"College is a lot of work, but you’ve got to do agency that formulates and recomsomething, he said. "There are so many living mends policy for the university.
Members make recommendations
dead around. They’re not cheating life, they’re
to the college president on governing
cheating themselves."
Upon entering SJSU. Walters began helping personnel, curriculum, instruction,
the university develop a program of AIDS educa- student affairs, fiscal matters. grievtion for the campus. He now heads Student Mobi- ances and other issues.
As chair of the Academic Senate.
lization Against AIDS and is a member of the uniSivertsen will also preside over the
versity’s AIDS Education Committee.
Walters has been instrumental in putting to- Senate’s Executive Committee
Former Senate Chair Theodore
gether AIDS debates and other education proSee WALTERS, back page Norton said Sivertsen’s opportunity

The goal of the graduating students and the coordinators of
the event is to make the ceremony as personal as possible.
Each graduate will be recognized individually and receive a
certificate.

"We’re getting on the horn to
high school coaches and alumni."
Hejnal said. "I call it ’Day on the
Green’ at SJSU...

Changes foreseen
in Academic Senate

Student with AIDS joins national group
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
A national AIDS task force will welcome a
Jim
new member to its committee this month
By Kara Myers
Walters, an SJSU freshman history major.
Daily staff writer
On May 24. Walters. who is also SJSU direcAcquired immune deficiency syndrome has
tor of academic affairs-elect, will be initiated into
presented a seemingly impossible dilemma to
the American College Health Association’s Task
scientists and doctors around the world. The
Force on AIDS as its first student member.
media daily announces new developments in
He is also the first person with AIDS to be part
treatment.
of the task force.
But myths continue to plague the scientific
Walters, who will take his Associated Stucommunities. Will this riddle ever be solved?
dents office Wednesday, travels to Denver next
According to David Pau/a, a research assoweek to make a presentation to the task force
at Salk Institute and former SJSU student.
about himself and AIDS education at SJSU. He ciate
Human Immunodeficiency Virus is the
will also speak to a coalition of about 500 mem- the
cause of AIDS, contrary to recent rumors.
bers of the American College Health Assocation.
Pauza presented his findings at an AIDS con He said he wants to discuss "how San Jose
See AIDS. page 7
State is showing the rest of the country how to
deal with AIDS."
The task force develops AIDS education pro- universities to inform people about AIDS.
"We need to give young adults the tools to
grams for college campuses and consists of colstay alive," he said.
lege health directors front across the country.
Walters said it should be the resposibility of
"By 1991. AIDS will kill three times as many

Collegiate Athletic Association regulations.
Responding to the president’s decision, Hejnal made further protest
plans.

ckf
40.
Wiggsy Sivertsen
. . A, 1111CIPill
hairm01111111 elect
to influence SJSUs senate will not
stem from chairing the overall
group.
"Wiggsy could probably accomplish more as chair of the executive committee
the chair of the
Senate has to remain inipartial,"
Norton said.
However, Sivertsen said she
thinks she will still be able to exert
See CHAIR. page 7

Students honored for high grades
By Datil Parkin
Daily stall writer
More than 3(5) students and faculty honored SJSU students who
have beaten the odds.
They are the students of Aspire,
the Educational Opportunity Program and Student Affirmative Ac thin
almost entirely of minority
backgrounds
who have achieved
grade point averages of 3.0 or better.
Each program assists, encourages
and supports 500 new students each
year who are first generation college
students, low-income or from underrepresented backgrounds.
Almost KO percent of Chicano students drop out of school before they
reach 12th grade. Only a small percentage go on to higher education.
Of those who do attend college.
only a few achieve a 3.0 grade point
average. explained Leon Donis,. associate academic vice president of
undergraduate studies.
In his speech to the honorees and
guests, Donis/ also said that "the
black inmate population in jails exceeds the black student population in
higher education."
The programs aim to alter these
statistics.
"As long as there are identifiable

groups. . that are being failed in
any way . . those groups need to
receive special attention," Dorosz
said.
Mia Owens, a senior majoring in
radio, television and film, was one
of the students honored.
"Sometimes you feel like you’re
out here all by yourself, then somebody recognizes your day-to-day
hard work," she said. "It’s a good

feeling and it makes you want to
continue.
"We supply support services to
our students, It’s important for them
to have a base. said Nelly Mel!ander, SA A coordinator.
The students say the program has
made a difference.
"The counseling program helped
me pick out classes and the tutoring
See HONORS. back page
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Major sports win;
students lose

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you -- our readers. Your ideas, comments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
All letters may he edited for length and libel.
letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall. or to the Student
Union Information desk.

Russ
Baggerly

There ought to be a law

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications

Eighty-six people just lost their positions at
this university because of a decision made
principally by Gail Fullerton and Randy
Hoffman.
On Thursday. the president signed a recommendation made by the athletics director to cut
the track team, the
Editorial
cross country team,
the wrestling team
and the field hockey team so that three specialty coaches could be hired for more profitable sports. As a result, 80 students who work
out and six coaches who work them out are left
high and dry.
It’s great to have successful football and
basketball teams. Major sports have more athletes, coaches and fans, and they deserve a bigger slice of the pie. But killing off four sports to
create three new positions is a statement that
the people of this university are not as important as a big-name sports program.
We are a state school. We are here to support and help people who indigenously or
through travel come to this school because of a
promised right by law that they may receive
what our government supports.
No taxpayer or student has ever voted for
this decision to eliminate minor sports at the
benefit of major sports. And while fees and tax
dollars may not directly fund this change, the
university has certainly chosen to adopt priorities that have a significant effect on many students.
Members of the football team have said
they don’t want other teams to be terminated
for what appears to be a minor addition to
major sports programs. We salute them. If this
university had such a democractic attitude, it
would fight to protect minor sports.
This is a university first and then a corporation. It’s one of the few major universities in
the Bay area that many people can afford or obtain admission to. If we give the hundreds of
thousands of students who will attend SJSU
this decade the message that their less glamorous interests are being slighted so we can pay
for a major sports program, we are building a
legacy of distrust and resentment. This university’s disproportionate committment to major
sports has already made a mess of the Rec Center construction. And Spartan Stadium’s unfinanced expansion must not be the start of a new
scandal here.
It must be said that SJSU’s alumni and fan
support is simply not sufficient to ever make us
a sports powerhouse. Our football team has
been the champion of the PCAA for two years,
but we only sell about half the seats of Spartan
Stadium for home games. We had a Heisman
Trophy candidate and an All-American basketball player this year. but still couldn’t generate
much fan support.
SJSU doesn’t have Stanford’s wealth or
Fresno State’s alumni support. We are a school
of commuter and working students, many of
whom don’t have the time to attend athletic
events. Others have simply outgrown the peprally mentality on which sports legacies are
built.
Only one thing can justify building a major
sports program and that’s alumni and fan support. We don’t have it and it’s unfair to try to
force the issue at the expense of students.
Major sports are great. but a university
without educational equity is worth nothing. If
the track team, the cross country team, the
wrestling team and the field hockey team are
cut, this university should hang its head with
shame.
Our future alumni should be aware that
their prospective alma mater would rather specialize in glamour and money than provide for
all its students.
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Letters to the Editor

Campus feedback on sports cuts
Get a new job, Gail!
Editor,
I don’t even know where to begin.
other than to say I am embarrassed to
be a Spartan today. The word is that
Gail Fullerton has axed four varsity
sports in order to create three new
positions that will mainly benefit the
football team.
How many women on the field
hockey team graduate each year
from SJSU? Probably four or five.
How many football players get a degree? One? Two? Maybe three on a
good year. What message does this
send to students and student -athletes?
Fullerton seems to be coddling
those athletes she believes bring the
most "prestige" to SJSU. But isn’t
there prestige in graduating?
I question the wisdom in hiring a
full-time drug counselor. Gail Fullerton, I am addressing this directly
to you. Offer an ultimatum! Any athlete who uses drugs is off the team.
Why counsel? Get rid of the offenders!
Finally. I wonder what message
Fullerton’s action sends to minorities
on campus. Maybe one in which the
big guy always wins and the little
guy shouldn’t even try?
To the alumni, I say withhold support until the decision is reversed.
As former wrestling coach Kevin
Hejnal said. "Who’s going to donate
to this Mickey Mouse place?"
Fullerton. get a new job. Managc
a Thrify or something. I am embar
rassed for you.
"I’m a little embarrassed to be
part of it," Coach Hejnal said.
Me too. Coach. Me too!
Mike Huntington
Freshman
hIm

Look at ranking
Editor.
If we must eliminate some sports
at SJSU. why don’t we use a reasonable method to decide which
sports to cut? I propose we look at
the percentage of participants who
eventually graduate as the main factor in making our decision. Sports
with the lowest ranking in graduating seniors would be cut first.
Roy Christman
Lecturer
Political Science

Save severed sports
I am overjoyed at the fact that
SJSU has its priorities straight. This
university knows what to do and
how to do it. For example, the Athletics Board decided to cut all its
"expendable" sports so that football
can have the coaches necessary for
Division I status.
Our president has once again
made it evident that she cares nothing for the students here: First Spartan City, dislocating those single
parents and low-income families,
and now stripping a minority of students from their sports.
President Fullerton cannot even
speak eloquently of the cuts. How
does one create a "well-balanced"
intercollegiate program by cutting
four intercollegiate sports? There is
something wrong with that. Somehow, some way, the university has
once again acted with lightning efficiency to the disadvantage of its students.
I sincerely hope that the protest
Monday will be large and loud.
Something needs to be done about
the liberties that the staff of our uni-

versity is taking with the quality of
our education not just in athletics, either, but with SUREC, overenrollment, and parking fees. Come
on, everyone! Aren’t you upset?
Some people don’t realize how
traditional those extinct sports are.
Track. cross country and wrestling
are all Olympic sports (I’m not sure
about field hockey, but I do know
it’s popular on the East Coast). They
are all important. Let’s fight to get
them back!
Randy Hall
Freshman
Computer Science

to take that away? It’s like taking
away an education.
SJSU has offered this extended
education to these students. and now
the administration wants to break its
promise by taking it away; Take
away all the practices. all the teamwork, all the friendship, all the fun.
all the hard work, and most of all. all
our proud tradition that the past athletes in these sports have built. All
this robs me of school spirit and
that’s not a good feeling.
Ron Henares
Sophomore
Accounting

Fullerton should resign

Cutbacks ruin dreams,

FAlitor,
President Gail Fullerton is raising
our fees, and now she is cutting back
SJSU’s sports programs.
If SJSU students had any guts.
they would demand Fullerton’s resignation. The football and basketball
programs may bring in the most revenue. but will either of those sports
ever repay the money spent on Spartan Stadium and the Rec Center?
Maybe if President Fullerton and
her advisers were less incompetent
and more money -conscious, they
could find a way to save the track.
wrestling, field hockey and crosscountry teams.
.la 4.. Kennan
Junior
Ilistorv

Editor.
What does an athlete think about
when he or she is about to begin a
field hockey game, a track meet, a
wrestling match, a football game or
any other intercollegiate match?
How much money am I going to
make? I don’t think that any athlete
can think of anything else except his
or her performance in the next 70
minutes, 3 minutes, or even few seconds.
Yes, money is a fact of life that is
a problem and it has to be dealt with,
but I don’t think cutting sports
should even be considered as an alnever mind it being the
ternative
only one.
The objective of this recent cutting of sports here at SJSU is to save
money. Frankly, I believe this is
going to backfire. Yes, you might
get the salaries needed for the desired positions. but what is going to
happen, or I should say has already
begun to happen, to the reputation of
SJSU athletics as a whole?
The department deteriorating to
say the least. You start cutting one
year. then you have the athletes in
every sport looking over their shoulders. worring if they’re going to be
next.
How can a coach have time to
worry about that and concentrate on
coaching? From the viewpoint of an
athlete looking into future colleges
to play intercollegiate sports, do you
really think they are going to choose
a school that might not even have
their sport when it comes time to
compete? The department was
formed to build up our athletics program. It’s a new program and, as all
new programs, needs time to develop.
So what if we have to struggle a
little. It is going to turn around and is
that the time athletics will decide to
bring back all those sports they
dropped? It just doesn’t work that
way.
I am an alumna of the SJSU field
hockey team and there is no way
hockey could be brought back once
it’s dropped. Hockey would be gone
from the West Coast at both the college and high school level.
SJSU is. and has been for years,
ranked nationally and has such a
young, talented arnd anxious team
this year. I don’t think the administrators realize all the hard work the
team members have put into their
training already, or the dreams that
will be shattered when it is cut.
Contrary to the misquote in Monday’s article. I wanted an education
as well as play intercollegiate
hockey. We chose this institution because of the reputation of its field
hockey team.
I guess the bottom line is money
saved and dreams taken away!
Kit Malloy
Senior
Business

No excuse to cut sports
Any school with an enrollment of
28.000 students and an alumni that
consists of 200.000 or more should
never have a reason to cut athletics
that might seem "minor." Seriously. how much money can we
actually be saving by cutting these
four sports?
For many years, SJSU has had a
proud tradition in track, wrestling
and field hockey; now, when our
university is growing with the Res:
Center, the new engineering building, etc., we want to cut these
sports.
For example, field hockey may
not be too popular here and I am
guilty of not attending any games.
However, field hockey in the east is
fairly popular.
We cannot run away from our
money problems and tell these athletes to look elsewhere (another
school?) to play. We should not hire
some fund developer to solve these
problems because this is only a short
cut. Instead, a little constructive
thinking could solve the needs of all
these athletes, who are not obtaining
scholarships.
Basically, we can solve these
problems by raising tuition, eliminating some student services, as well
as the football team’s embossed towels! The best war is probably to approach alumni and explain the university’s extra needs. True, most
alumni do not want to be bothered,
are difficult to locate, and probably
could care less.
The Spartan Foundation has been
working very hard for Spartan Athletics, but when it comes down to it,
alumni must be approached and convinced that their money would be
going to a good cause.
President Fullerton, there’s one
last thing I want to mention: Obviously, a team consists of a group of
people who are all different. They
come together by learning about
each other through practice. It’s kind
of like school. Why would you want

right up friends and gather ’round. I’m
Step
gonna offer you the chance of a lifetime. Yessir, this is a one-time deal and the offer I am
about to make will not be repeated.
How many of you are suffering from the high
cost of a college education? Don’t be shy now, I
know no one out there really likes shelling out big
bucks to get the oh -so-necessary in toddy’s
high-tech, high speed world diploma. So what I
am about to say will be important to each of you,
either today, or when your own kids are ready to
enter the education game.
Seriously now, how would you like to get, or be
able to offer your children, an absolutely cost free
(I’ll repeat that magic word)free four-year university education?
I think I know a way that we could do this, not
only for our own children, but for every youngster
in America. Every inner-city black, every farm kid
from out in the ding-toolies, and every suburban
shopping mall hopper. And no parent, and not one
private tax -payer would have to shell out one thin
dime.
Interested?
What’s the catch, you ask?
Simple. What we have to do is fire-up our legislators in Washington, to make them act like the
public servants they profess to be. They will have
to pass only one piece of legislation, which would
affect only the top 50 percent of multi -national and
domestic corporations and banks in America. and
for only two years at that.
The government would need only to impose a
five percent tax, to be charged against the big
businesses and corporations once during each of the
Iwo years that would be needed to start up the
program. Also, the corporations would be fined at
double these rates if they were caught passing along
any of the costs to consumers in the form of higher
prices, or another of their tricks. So what we’re
talking about is effectively about 10 percent of the
GNP of corporate America.
With these funds in hand, the federal government could take over the running, maintenance and
staffing of every state university in America. The
freed-up state funds could be used to double the salaries of every high school teacher in America, and
to improve the classroom materials, and physical
structures of all of those high schools, as well.
Each American student would then be able to
attend the closest state university without the cost
of facilities. staff and materials hanging over their
heads.
Sounds great, but will a free education mean
anything to the youth of America?
Well, there is this one little thing I have’t
mentioned yet. In order to earn the right to
a four-year education, every 18-year-old
high school graduate would have to perform either
two years of military, or four years of civil federal
service, say in the Peace Corps, VISTA. or other
approved service organization, for the country.
We worry about the quality of the military and
we say there are not enough workers willing to accept the low wages of VISTA -like work. Well.
with a payback like this and with mandatory service
anyway, what would our children have to lose?
For those not willing to take up arms for the nation, there would be plenty of jobs available in the
inner city. One example would be renovating decrepit buildings and using the new resources to staff
and operate centers, which could shelter the homeless and poor of America.
But many young people would be able to justify
the service in arms in order to get their federal service out of the way in two, as opposed to four years.
And even in today’s military. there are at least
seven service positions for every bullet -launching
job.
What about the children of the rich, or those
who want to go to a private university? They would
get, instead of free room, board and tuition, a credit
which they could use toward the cost of the more
expensive schools.
Incidental to this whole proposal is the fact that
both Sweden and Germany. among other European
countries have systems like the one I propose in
place and enjoy a good success rate with them.
They, of course, charge their tax -payers at much
higher rates than does America, but then, they also
offer free medical services and many other social
programs to every single one of their citizens.
Makes you wonder, doesn’t it?
Russ Raggedy is the Assistant Forum page
Editor. This was the last ’Russ Never Sleeps’ for
all time, and in a few short days Russ will be living happily ever after after, far from the ichor
and drudgery of S,ISt ’. So long.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Then consider having your work published in the Spartan Daily next semester.

,;
Regular contributors can even sign up i
to earn university credit. Just bring a few
samples of your talent. Your work could
be enjoyed by the entire campus community.
Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a caseby-case basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, fall semester editor in chief, or Mike
Lewis, fall semester Forum Page editor at
924-3280.
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SJSU cuts back water consumption

New top secret spy jet
avoids enemies, attack
IDAHO (AP) -- The SR -71
appeared out of nowhere, like
you’d expect of the original
stealth jet that rockets at 2.100
mph to the edge of space as it
spies on global hot spots above
reach of attacks.
The jet sliced cloud puffs in an
otherwise blue sky on a slow
climb toward a refueling air
tanker. its dagger shape, black
and sinister, resembling a starship
out of the movies.
The spacesuit -clad pilot and
navigator
members of an exclusive Air Force team peered
out toward a refueling tanker,
where a news crew was watching
a training exercise that wandered
1,200 miles over five western
states.
This was the "Blackbird," the
photo reconnaissance jet U.S. Air
Force officials call part engineering miracle, part ghost: the
one that first employed stealth or
radar-evading technology; the
one that still packs top secret gear
and was once so secret that TV
news film of it was confiscated by
the military.
Its crew members, who themselves were the target of an espionage attempt at their home base in
California. say they have been attacked numerous times by missiles fired from ground forces or
jet fighters futilely trying to cut
short the Blackbird’s grueling
missions, which involve photographing foreign nations. SR-7 Is
don’t return fire; they are unarmed.
The twin -engine Blackbird is
able to outstrip the attacks be-

Maintenance reduces time
sprinklers will how on campus

cause it still holds world records
for speed and altitude, even
though it is 25 years old.
Its top capabilities remain secret, but the Air Force says it flies
to more than 85,000 feet at over
three times the speed of sound.
That’s roughly 33 miles a minute
-- faster than a bullet; fast
enough to streak from San Francisco to New York in I hour. 45
minutes.
A former SR -71 pilot. Col.
Richard Graham, says the aging
plane’s ability to outperform most
or all other operational aircraft in
the world, while packing the latest photographic and sensing gear
and sometimes evading radar detection, is a reflection of its design by Lockheed.
"For the 1960s. it was way
ahead of its time. It was at the
leading edge of stealth technology." says Graham, who commands the wing that includes the
sole SR -71 squadron, stationed at
Beak Air Force Base, 110 miles
northeast of San Francisco.
Adds current Blackbird pilot,
Lt. Col. Bill Orcutt: "I think the
aircraft still carries quite a bit of
mystique.... It looks like something from outer space. The SR 71 excites the boy in all of us who
love to fly."
But cutbacks are planned in the
Blackbird program, and the aircraft -- which has become scarce
may soon be conanyway
demned altogether to museums
by a super-advanced stealth spy
plane that reportedly is under development.
The new jet will fly even further out of reach of hostile forces.

Sutanne De long
Daily staff writer
Despite the recent rains, the water
is still low in the area’s reservoirs.
Attempting to conserve water.
SJSU maintenance personnel are
cutting back the amount of time
sprinklers are left on around the
campus.
Landscape and Transportation
Manager Vern McGlothlen explained, "If we watered for 30 minutes before. now we’re watering for
20. If we watered for 20 minutes,
now we’re watering for IS."
Although SJSU cannot afford to
switch to the type of sprinklers that

2 PART-TIME JOBS
Position One: Clerics)

Position Two; Graphic Arts

COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
BENEFICIAL

PAGEMAKER. EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Call Jonathan: 280-7777

CELEBRATE

Graduation at SCOTT’S Seaf

WANTED!
PERFORMING ARTS DIRECTOR

’We have always
desired a process
that was simple, but
lately is has become
complex and
legalistic’
--James ()verbal,,
deputy chief,
national forest system

"We’re cutting back and we can
probably cut back more, he said.
We are cutting back to the point
of the lawn going brown," Nickel
said.

Call Us

San Jose
(408) 2 4 1-9 8 0 0
Mtn View
(415)969-2100

Technical
(408) 737-9177

Sunnyvale
(408) 737-9194
Fremont
(415) 490-6550

TEMpORARIES
1 emporary Personnel Service’s

RESUMES

For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko’s.

flesh fish. Pasta & Salads
Convenient Location & Parking
\
of S4n Jose
& Dad Will Love IV
Open Just For You...Saturday, May 234th
From 12 noon to 5 pm
Reservations Necessary 4034-971-1700 1/45 Park Avenue, San Jose

totalled 6 io,m) gallons ot waler.
After the time period is shortened to
20 minutes, or even less in sonic
cases, the amount of water saved
will be immense, he said.

Need Extra
Money?

flexible hours - good pay

U.S. Forest Service
proposes new rules
WASHINGTON (Al’)
The
U.S. Forest Service proposed Friday
a major overhaul in its appeals process designed to streamline existing
rules, but environmental groups reacted with skepticism and a major
forest products group called the
changes only a "modest step forward."
The new rules will cover everything from timber sales to special use
permits on national forest lands and
follow more than a year of review by
the Forest Service.
"We have always desired a process that was simple and straightforward, but particularly lately is has
become complex and legalistic,"
James Overbay, deputy chief of the
national forest system, said at a news
conference.
Overbay said the existing rules
were causing "internal problems"
for the agency and widespread confusion among the public.
"Our employees felt it was too
open. too easy
all it took was a
25 -cent stamp (to file an appeal),"
he said. "The process has become
cumbersome, time-consuming and
quite costly."
Overbay said the new rules would
probably not apply to appeals involving proposed management plans
for the national forests that are currently being considered.
"The bulk of the forest plan appeals will be made under existing
rules, he said, adding that the new
appeal rules probably won’t take effect until early fall after a 60-day
public comment period.
Under the new rules, appeals will
be separated into those involving
special use permits or contracts with
the Forest Service and those involving land -management or resource
plans.

conserve the most water, McGlothlen believes that cutting back in running time will "save quite a bit."
Joe Nickel, SJSUs irrigation specialist, said the reason why water
may be wasted is the nature of the
systems that are set up now.
Along San Fernando, Nickel said.
after a few minutes. the land can’t
absorb any more water and starts
running off the land. To control this
he is asking the maintenance crews
to turn the sprinklers on twice lot
five minutes, instead of once for 211
minutes.
There are 3514 sprinklers on
SJSUs main campus Of th(,se, I I’)

are manually controlled. That means
maintenance crews must turn them
on and off by hand. To conserve
water, the crews will have to spend
twice as much time monitoring the
manual sprinklers.
Every sprinkler on SJSU grounds.
including the ones by the aeronautics
department, located by San Jose airport, used to be run for a half hour
every week. McGlothlen said. That

kinkcrs

310 S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

REPRINT SALE
Get extra
T.el\
t.ft. color prints

Produce and manage dance concerts and other
events for the A.S. Program Board.
Concerts produced in the past have included
Peter Martins and Suzzanne Farrell, Alvin Ailey,
Dance-Theater, Long Wharf Theater and Dance L.A.

Standard 3" prints

Apply in the A.S. office, 3rd floor, Student Union
by 5 p.m. on May 17. For more information. call
924-6240 or 924-6260.

10 for $199
From 110, 126, 135 or Disc

Appeals would be limited to onelevel of review, with a further consideration left to the discretion of administrators.
The rules would impose stricter
deadlines on the Forest Service for
handling appeals that could shave
several months off the average 7‰
months it now takes.
The new regulations do not include a filing fee that some have suggested would cut the number of appeals, but Overbuy said the Forest
Service was asking for comment on
the possibility of imposing such a
fee.
He said there was "quite a debate" within the agency on whether
to propose a filing fee and it has already drawn considerable comment.
The new rules could cut the agency’s cost for the appeals program in
half. Overbay said. The Forest Service will spend an estimated $5.3 million on administering the program
during the current fiscal year, almost
double what it cost in 1914.
The Forest Service faced more
than 1,000 appeals in fiscal 1986.

color negatives

Glossy borderless prints

Special
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Finance Program

OFFER GOOD MAY 9 - 20
Quality

Value

Reputation

Call Ron Zirplawa or George Orozco Fleet Managers

STUDENT UNION AQUATICS CENTER

GRAND OPENING

ALMADEN HONDA

GI 3:43

POOL PARTY

745 W. CAPITAL LAMY
SAN JOSE, CA 95136

266-8200
l’hursday, May 19 (DEAD DAY) 2p.m.-6p.m.
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Field hockey alumna recalls golden years
By I.aura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
It came as a shock to Mary Wilson
to learn that the field hockey team
was cut from her alma mater’s sports
program.
Wilson, who played on the Spartan hockey team from 1934 to 1938,
said she would "rather play hockey
than eat . "It’s a crime," she said.
"There’s no rhyme or reason for it
- it’s just politics. The philosophy
now is more money and less work.’’
In the 1930’s when Wilson played
field hockey at SJSU, the program
was "gung-ho and going strong."
At the time. Spartan field hockey
was not a part of Intercollegiate Athletics, as it was four days ago, but
part of a separate Women’s Physical
Education Department which was
funded by the university.
After graduating from SJSU in
1938, Wilson taught hockey at various high schools in Santa Clara
County.
"It’s a great sport to develop technical skills." Wilson said. "Kids
really love it when they discover
how fun it is.’.
While coaching a field hockey

team at Willow Glen High School in
San Jose. Wilson instructed Carolyn
Lewis, coach of the current field
hockey team.
The SJSU field hockey learn
brought Lewis to the university in
1966. Lewis said that the team was.
considered an "extramural" varsity
sport during her four years on the
team.
"It was always funded some way
or another by SJSU." Lewis said.
I.ew is. who became head coach of
the field hockey team at SJSU five
years ago, has dedicated herself to
the players she trains.
’I enjoy working at SJSU,- she
said. "I have a lot of roots here.’
When the field hockey team was
cut last Thursday. Lewis was trying
to "manage the crisis."
"It’s an awful late time to do it
(the cuts)," she said. "The girls are
trying to explore new schools, but
the most important thing right now is
finals.
’Some players may not be able to
afford to go to school here.
"We have a great program with
great people,- Lewis added. "Being
an alumnus and a faculty member,
it’s sad."
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Fast paced field hocke action no longer has a place at South (’ampus. The

sport

xsas

one of four

that was

cut hv SJSU.

NBA commissioner Stern plays postman
Associated Press
When NBA commissionei
Stern conies to work Monday morn
ing. the first thing he will do is check
his mail. That’s because Saturday
midnight was the deadline for undergraduates to declare for next month’s
draft and there’s no telling what interesting names might show up in
Stern’s mailbox.
A year ago, nine players. including mystery candidate Reinhard
Schmuck of Baruch College. made
themselves available for the draft.
Only five were selected and only two
Of those
Derrick McKey and
Olden Polynice. both with the
Seattle Supersonics -- made it
through the entire season.
This year. guard Rod Strickland
of DePaul, forward Charles Shackle find of North Carolina State and center Tito Horford of Miami filed
early. More were expected, including Memphis State teammates Sylvester Gray and Marvin Alexander.
declared ineligible because of involvement with agents.
The undergraduate draft, created
out of a series or court cases in the
’70s, offers an option for them. It
has produced some of the league’s
top stars including James Worthy..
Akeem Olajuwon. Magic Johnson
and Isiah Thomas. It does not. how ever. come equipped with guar -

skills, emotionally, artistically and
physically and then everybody benefits."
Kansas assistant coach Ed Manning, whose son, Danny, almost cer-

SPORTS
antees.
Declaring for the draft does not
mean a player will be picked
Schmuck was among those passed
over. And being picked does not assure success. Undergrads Vincent
Askew and Norris Coleman both
went in last year’s second round and
did not flourish. Ricky Brown was a
sixth round washout.
McKey, forced into the draft because of his involvement with an
agent. was the ninth player selected
and made the most of his opportunit
He was selected for the all
rookie ,team ue,ra. ging 8.5 points
and tour rebounds per game. Poly.
nice carried an asterisk as an under grad because he played a year in
Italy before arriving in the NBA.
With the Sonic’, he averaged 4.1
points and four rebounds per game.
Some NBA people believe under
grads who declare for the draft do
themselves no favors.
"It’s to a kid’s advantage to stii
in college for four years.- said
Marty Blake. a former NBA general
manager who runs the league’s
widely used scouting service
staying in school, he develops his

TEDDY BEARS DELIVERED

tainly will be the No. I pick in this
draft, understands that factor. That
was why he advised against an early
exit from college for the All-American last spring.

Over 100 personalities to choose from
including graduation bears

WANTED’
CONCERT DIRECTOR
Campus representative of the Program Board in charge of
producing concerts featuring artists such as: "The Church,"
"Love and Rockets," "U2," Steve Martin, Richard Pryor
and the "Fountain Blues Festival."
Manage annual budget of approximately $15,000 and work
with $60,000 revenue generating account.
Require previous experience in entertainment business and
event planning. Apply in the A.S. Office, 3rd Floor,
Student Union by 5 p.m. May 17. For more information,
call 924-6240 or 924-6260.

STUDY 24 HOURS

Thurs., May 19 7am througr
Fri., May 20 midnight
Sat., May 21 9am - 5pm
Sun. May 22 noon through
Thurs., May 26 5pm

Call or stop by

Teddy Bear Express
1337 S Winchester Blvd.
San Jose

Free coffee will be
served iron 7pm - 6am
courtesy of Spartan Shop,

379-2203
Good for any csxaskai 1O,o18wi8mmJ

Funded by Associated Students

ALE

WANTED:
STUDENTS
WITH CLASS.

Wallet -size
color photos

As a student you will be joining thousands
of others in the job hunt this summer.
Why not let TIMESAVERS/IPPS help you
explore a variety of employment opportunitie.

10 for $299

CLERICAL INDUSTRIAL
WORD PROCESSING

21/2 x 3-u color prints
Made from a 35mm color negative
or color print up to an 8o10
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$1.00 OFF ANY OF OUR DELICIOUS 1/4 LB.

SANDWICHES
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
PASTRAMI

ROAST BEEF
HAM
GIANT HOT DOGS

SCOTT’S ICE CREAM AND CAFE
484 E. San Carlos
993-0370

The Student Union will
be open additional hours
during finals. The
hours are:

With FREE balloon bouquet
Starting at only $20.00

’ SAVE A BUCK

Temporary and permanent jobs available.

OTIMESAVERS ,n1ormalt(I-In Pin

P,OCFSSIII9 PWS0,,,111

South San Jose
365-7777
Santa Clara/San Jose
984-5020
Sunnyvale/Santa (’lara
733-7400

Expires May 18, 1988
MIN NMI= IMO IMININIIIMMINN
A Cerrito Management Company Dealership

STUDENTS! FIRST-TIME
BUYER FINANCING
NOW AVAILABLE!
Over 200 new Hyundais from as little as:
Example:
88 Excel GL 5-doce
Cassette stereo One at
his price ID 2713780

755 West Capitol Expwy., San Jose 448-6000
All prices plus tax ncense, documentary lee Subiect to poor sale
Fleet sales excluded One ends close of business 5120/88

Nursing Boards
Anxiety:
Why Suffer?
Don’t! And with Kaplan’s NCLEX prep you wont.
Kaplan’s NCLEX prep is the only course that
gives you the best of both worldslive instruction
and tape review.
Not only will expert nurses wotk with you in
small classi,s, but you can also review at your own
pace with our Test-N-Tape’ series.
All review books are provided. Plus, with a
Kaplan ID card, you can study at any one of
120 centers nationwide!
Tuition is only $195 and comes with a moneyback guarantee! We also offer group rates and
student rep opportunities.
So call. Kaplan’s NCLEX prep is the fastest cure
for nervous nurses.
’First time test takers from accredited nursing schools who fail to pass the
NOE Icon get a refund of take our class again freel

1KAPLAN

STANLEY N KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL (NOR LID
(415)849-4044 64 SHATTUCK SQUARE BERKELEY
(916)753-4800 204 F STREET DAVIS
(415)927-1115 20 MAGNOLIA AVENUE LARKSPUR
(415)327-0841 300 HAMILTON AVENUE PALO ALTO
(415)546-4100 50 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO
(702)329-5315 475 HILL STREET RENO
(408)429-6524 1320 MISSION STREET SANTA CRUZ

The world’s leading
test prep organization
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Lacrosse team
establishes itself
on SJSU campus
it)

Daily staff writer
Lacrosse
a game similiar to ice
hockey, as ancient as its American
Indian creators, and having physical
movements faster than any other
competitive sport has
found its
place at SJSU.
Organized by a number of students who had played in high school
and at a junior level, the team has
played 12 games during this introductory season
winning four.
The team, now only an unsanctioned club training at the university.
has also defeated established teams
such as University of the Pacific,
Menlo College and St. Marys; while
losing to Humbolt College, UCSanta Barbara, UC-Davis, and
Chico State.
Even though the team may be recognized as a part of SJSU by opposing teams, it is not supported or
funded by the university sports athletic program.
Funds are needed to finance
equipment costs and to pay travel expenses when the team plays on the
road. The average cost of protective
equipment to outfit a player could
exceed $200.
The team has 20 members and has
found it difficult to afford such necessary equipment. Without equipment at least comparable to that of
opposing teams, the team has discovered they are at an extreme disadvantage when competing with teams
like UC-Davis, Chico State and
Stanford who have funded programs.
Being that a permanent facility at
SJSU is not available for lacrosse
play, the team has played all of its
games on the turf of its opponents
and has had to share the travel expenses among themselves. The team
members have also worked on their
own to obtain money to purchase
equipment and travel. More signifi-

cantly. there is an urgent need for a
permanent coach to guide the team.
Student player John Hagele. the
team’s leading scorer, presently acts
as the team’s coach, but would
quickly relinquish the job if a coach
were available.
"I’m hoping that we are sanctioned by next year because we need
support. We have no money," said
team member Gordon Gurley.
An initial request for $8.500 for.
the purpose of funding the team was
denied by the Associated Students
Special Allocations Committee last
year. And because the team and the
game is new to the university, it attracts few spectators, a key element
to its support.
The oldest competitive American
sport known, lacrosse was so named
by early French explorers who found
North American Indian tribes engaging in this rough and intense game as
a deterrent to war. They termed it the
"game of the crooked stick."
The modem -day game is played
on a field by two 10-man teams
using long-handled sticks with
webbed pouches and a hard rubber
ball. The object is to offensively
send the ball by means of the stick
into the defensive teams goal as
many times as possible during a regulation period. Each goal counts one
point and a regulation period is 15
minutes.
Played mainly in the U.S., Canada. England and Australia, lacrosse
is sometimes referred to as "the fastest game on two feet." It is also one
of the roughest.
"It’s the most exciting and demanding sport that I have ever
played," said Rob Floyd, a freshman player majoring in photojournalism.
"It’s viscious and graceful at the
same time. It’s incredible how the
best players can move," Floyd
added.

Guidry continues climb
back into major leagues
VORT
LAUDERDALE.
Ela.
After Ron Guidry’s longest
(AP)
stint in four minor league games this
season, the Cy Young Award winner
made one more pitch -- for a promotion to the New York Yankees.
Guidry, trying to recover from
shoulder surgery last December,
gave up one run in 5 2-3 innings
Thursday night to help the Fort Lauderdale Yankees beat the Vero
Beach Dodgers 2-1 in a Class A
Florida State League game.
"I’m ready to go back and do my
job," Guidry said. "Now it’s a matter of. ’What are you guys going to
do up there?"
Manager Buck Showalter said the
37 -year-old left-hander is making
steady progress toward a return to
the major leagues.
Guidry threw 73 pitches against
Vero Beach, 57 strikes.
"I wanted to get up to the 50-, 60or 70-pitch range, because if you can
throw that, then you can go five or
six innings," Guidry said.
Guidry, who struck out nine and
walked two, said he was happy with
his velocity and control.
"He hit a slider," Guidry said.
"He hit a good pitch. It was down."
Guidry has allowed two runs in 14
2-3 innings this season and has 17
strikeouts.
"The hitters here don’t back
down," he said. "They go up there
hacking. But down here, if the ball
goes right down the middle of the

plate, you can take \ our chance with
oio
it."
If pitching is easier in Class A.
traveling is harder, Guidry said.
"I won’t miss it. The road trips
can be pretty long on that bus," he
said.
But Showalter said Guidry would
be missed.

Minor league pitcher Rookie of the Year
overcomes odds
dips dirt for chew
If
JACKSON, Miss. (AP)
an anti -tobacco group ever asks
Todd Welborn to do a public
service announcement, the Jackson Mets relief pitcher has a slogan: "Just dip dirt."
"That’s right, I dip dirt. I don’t
like tobacco because it causes diseases. Dirt is free and nobody
ever bums it off you," the 6-foot 2, 205 -pound right-hander said.
"I chew bubble gum, but it’s
not like getting a good dip and sitting back and relaxing," said
Welborn, who, after two unimpressive years as a starter, is trying to make it as a reliever in the
New York Mets organization.
Almost any dirt will do. said
the Ronda. N.C., native who
grew up on a tobacco farm, but
his favorite is found right in the
ballpark the infield dirt which
packs well because of the clay
groundskeeper Keith Burkman
mixes in.
"He likes my red clay, but he
wants me to sift it for him," Burkman said. "He keeps it in a
Skoal can with a piece of tape
around it that says clay on the
side."
Welborn’s eccentricity is not
confined to his chewing habit.
After one game last season,
Welborn
who has a twin
brother pitching in the Montreal

Expos farm system -- walked
around with his clothes on backwards, telling everyone he had
left his brain in his locker and it
had been stolen.
It was last year that Welborn
first began to attract attention for
his pitching. He had a 0.47
earned run average with four
saves in 12 games with the Class
AA Jackson after stints with Columbia. S.C., in the South Atlantic League, and Lynchburg. Va.,
in the Carolina League. His performance in Jackson earned him a
spot on the Mets 40-man protected roster during the offseason.
Overall in 1987. Welborn had
a 9-2 record with 23 saves and a
1.60 ERA.
He is having his problems this
season, with a 0-4 record.
In two years as a starter. Welborn had 1-4 and 0-4 records with
earned run averages of 6.00 and
3.67 at Little Falls, N.Y., of the
New York -Penn League.
Welborn’s starting problems
were compounded by an allergic
reaction to caffeine. He missed
most of his first year because of
doctors thought were minor heart
attacks, but specialists traced his
erratic heartbeat to the eight to
nine cola drinks he drank every
day.
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professional & reasonable
Entry Level
Academic

Business

Management

644 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos (408) 354-2275

"If you had to make a hook about
my first year in the NBA, it would
end this way," he said.
Jackson had 868 assists during the
regular season, breaking the rookie
record of 690 set by Oscar Robertson
in 1961. He ranked third in the
league with 10.6 assists a game, averaged 13.6 points and was sixth in
the league with 2.5 steals a game.
-Mark Jackson is a great player
now and he’s only going to get better," Knicks coach Rick Pitino said.
"I wouldn’t be surprised if he’s the
MVP some day .

WORK FOR
SOCIAL
AND
ECONOMIC
JUSTICE

Graduate Resume Discounts!
at
Los Gatos Resume Service
Career counseling & resumes that

tine slur .
Jackson, the only unanimous selection to the NBA Rookie Team,
said winning the award was "a
dream come true."

Swimwear
(year-round)
Bodywear
Swea;i4

CAMPAIGN ISSUES
INCLUDE:
Aids Funding
Homeless
Health Care
Nuclear Disarmament
Earn $235 per week plus
bonuses. Hours: 1:30-10:00 PM.
Summer or Career Opportunities.
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:alley Fair Mall, Santa Clara
(408) 249-7558
r,anta Cruz. 1379 Pacific Avenuf
(408) 426-3337

CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA
286-6113

WANTED!
FORUMS DIRECTOR
As Director, you will choose, manage and
Organize all forums (lectures and debates)
produced through the A.S. Program Board.
Lecturers in the past have Included Jane Goodall,
Jello Biafra, Walter Mondale, Hunter Thompson,
Jack Anderson and Corretta King.
Apply in the A.S. Office, 3rd Floor, Student Union
by 5 p.m. on May 17. For more info, call
924-6240 or 924-6260.
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A Cerrito Management Company Dealership

188 GRADUATES PAY ONLY
s88 OVER COST ON ALL
’88 2WD 4-CYL. TRUCKS!
Toyota Motor Credit (TMC) graduate prograrp
Special financing available for graduating seniors
or students who have graduated within one year.
esee
mD

Copies
5C
kinkois
481 E SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
2 9 5- 5 5 1 1
310S THIRD STREE
OPEN 6 DAYS
2 9 5-4 3 3 6

JOB$

JOB$

JOB$

SUMMER

TEMPORARY

PERMANENT

Over KO Client Companies
Various Industries
Immediate Openings
Entry Level or Experienced

Major Silicon Valley Employers
No Fee Cha ged
Clerical, Secretarial, Industrial, Accounting,
Word Processing, Technicians, General
Labor, Receptionists and Manufacturing

GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY

CAosk for

STORAGE PROBLEMS?
We can help you solve them,
...and we have a triple savings!!
1. Reduced rent on selected spaces
4 convenient sizes: 5 x oft., 5 x 10 ft..
&6 1/2x 10 ft.
All units ground level & 10 ft. tall.

775 West Capitol Expwy., San Jose 267-0500
All prices plus lay. license. documentary fee Subiect to onor saie
Fleet sales excluded Met ends close of business 5/201138

2. Move -in special --Only $1.00 for
your 2nd month s rent
(2 month minimum occupancy)
3. 10% rent discount to students
(must have valid student body card)

23

STORAWAY_

STORAGE
SELF

1020 Spring St. San Jose

Call or come by - 295-3033
Office open 7 days, 9-5 (Sun. 1-5)

Northern
etelinCea
AduD
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Mountain View
1621 W El Camino
Mtn View, CA
(415)969-4242

lifornia’s

ATTENTION: GRADS
Worthington Chevrolet/Yugo
of Cupertino
Invites You
to enjoy the rewards
of a higher education!

Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily
Instantly updated
Open 24 hours

l’RESS

*REBATES UP TO $1400.
(no credit experience required)

1E1

Call Dale Stolle, Fleet Manager
for details on the GM

for Men
leave message’s
for reamers
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CHEYRDI FT

(408) 253-4000
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"Honor Plans"
Santa Clara
San Jose
3140 De La Cruz Blvd. 3396 Stevens Creek
San Jose
Santa Clara, CA
(408)248-7550
(408) 980-9555

re%

6 - 5959

(or soon to be!)
Part-time & Full-time
Hundreds of Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Rates

NEW YORK (API
Mark Jackson proved the experts wrong.
Despite his record -setting career
at St. John’s, many pro basketball
scouts didn’t think Jackson would
make it in the NBA.
He didn’t just make it. He made it
big.
This past week, the New York
Knicks guard was named the NBA’s
Rookie of the Year.
"A lot of people said I was too
slow, I couldn’t play defense, I
couldn’t stick the jumper," Jackson
said after receiving the Eddie Gottlieb Trophy. "There were a lot of
questions about me, and I think I answered them all."
Jackson, who set an NBA rookie
assist record and helped the Knicks
make the playoffs for the first time
since 1984, was a landslide winner
of the award.
In balloting by a national panel of
sports writers and broadcasters, he
received 77 of 80 votes. Greg An
derson of San Antonio. Winston
Garland of Golden State and Kenny
Smith of Sacramento each received

Mt, 14

Monday, May

Parc ti

LOS ANGELES (API
A Swedish scientist whose work helped
focus attention on how air pollutants
are warming Earth’s climate by creating a "greenhouse effect" has won
the $150,000 Tyler Prize for environmental achievement.
Bert Bolin, 62, director of Stockholm’s International Meteorological
Institute, is to receive the money and
a gold commemorative medallion
during ceremonies tonight in Los
Angeles, the prize committee announced.
Committee spokesman Howard
Stone said Thursday that Bolin
helped lay the groundwork in the
1940s and 1950s for modem computerized weather forecasting. But he
was awarded the 1988 Tyler Prize
for research done since the mid 1950s on the chemistry of Earth’s at -

Police hit
wrong house
in drug raid
ue Bowling

Daily staff photographer

Bookstore’s clearance sale to try on a few
favorite selections for the summer.

Summer session has advantages
By Douglas Alger
A maximum of four units may be
Daily staff writer
taken through the three-week sesThose wishing to graduate as shin. seven units through the six quickly as possible may want to con- week session. and 11 units through
sider taking a course during the sum- the nine-week session, unless special
titer through the Continuing Educa- approval is obtained from the contint ion Center.
uing education office.
Three - eek. six -week. and nineAdvance registration is underway,
week sessions are offered this sum- and available sessions are scheduled
mer. Extended education, open urn- for May 31 -June 17. May 31 -July 8.
versify. as %sell as regular universii
May 31 -July 29. May 31 -Aug. 19,
courses are available.
June 20-July 8. June 20-July 29.
Students enroll in summer session June 20-Aug. 19. July II -July 29.
for many reasons, but the
July I I -Aug. 19, and Aug. 1 -Aug.
1 Loin
mon is to graduate early.
19.
"There are certain classes you
The deadlines for advance regishave to take, prerequisites, and tak- nation are June 3 for classes begin mg them Mei the SUMMer helps to ning June 20-July 9, June 24 for
speed tip the process tot gradua- classes beginning July 11 -July 30.
tioni," said John Kawamoto. a ju- and July 15 for Alosso beginning _
mor majorinr iwaciocitintinw
Yrar rfctile ’n

Candles cause fire, kill child
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Congratulations!
it you’re a graduating senior
MISSION VALLEY FORD TRUCKS
will give you up to $900 Factory Rebate
to be used as a down payment on a new
138 FORD TRUCK’
MISSION VALLEY FORD & The Ford Motor Company
have a special Finance Plan tor Seniors
who need to establish credit.
Eligible trucks include Rangers, Bronco Is & Aerostars.
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STUDENT DISCOUNT
on CONTACT LENSES

ON ALL FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

With Student I. D.
No other discounts apply.

For SJSU Students
IMO
CFI

You Won’t Find
Lower Prices on Brand Name

Factory Service Specialists

English
OISPOC,0011i
01110110 11I10011

10.
Parbing
Ind
502 South Second Street, San Josc
186-8989 or 286-8870
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SAN JOSE

g Town &Country Village
Corner of Steven s Creek
and Winchester

247-1127

Pricing Does Not Include Eye Exam
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Help Wanted
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’Assocfated Students Business Office
has job openings for Fall ’88.
The work-study positions

require experience working with money and
public contact. Hours are flexible.
Monday through Friday. 8:30 - 4:30.

Come Join Our Organization!
Apply today at Associated Students Business
Office, located on the ground level of the

Student Union (near the phones)
or call 924-6200.
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SUMMER
J 1 BS
*Top Pay No Fees*
*Flexible Hours
*Prestigious Firms
*Excellent Benefits
*Free Wordprocessing Training

Do these Features look good?
Then let’s work together!
g0

[151.

The Well Workforce

,*,

Discount good on labor only with this ad and Student I.D.

Apply in the A.S. Office, 3rd floor, Student
Union by 5 p.m. on May 17. For more into,
call 924-6240 or 924-6260.

Personnel Pool

Huy dny ut uuf LyegGissel,, Then take 30 Days
to try to find the identical product at a lower price
GOOD LUCK
Ii you should find it. bring us proof of the price
and we II DOUBLE the difference in price back
to you

Japanese
French

Directors in the past have organized and
produced the Prague String Quartet,
Peter Serkin, Richard Stoltzman and
Ivan Maravec.

W@ ktIWS

Rx Eyeglasses. Anywhere!

German Swedish

As Director you will be responsible for
producng all A.S. Program Board Classical
concerts.

=NI NM INN NM --11,6

25%

% DISCOUNT1

have di astically increased concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere since the Industrial Revolution," the committee said.
In a statement released by the
committee. Bolin urged reassessment of energy policies, asking,
"How much coal, oil and gas can we
continue to burn in light of the
mounting evidence of negative atmospheric effects?’’
The annual Tyler Prize. administered by the University of Southern
California, was established in 1973
by outdoor enthusiasts Alice C.
Tyler and her husband, the late John
C. Tyler, founder of Farmers Insurance Group.
Tyler Prizes worth nearly $2 million have been awarded to 23 scientists. On several occasions, the committee has named more than one
annual winnei

Funded by Associated Students

L780 E. BROKAW RD AT 880, SAN JOSE 436-2920j

5x10 Storage

St.,. II tollfiwlo

i

MISSION VALLEY FORD I
op INN

mosphere and the effects of pollutants, especially carbon dioxide produced by the burning of fossil fuels.
Stone said.
Carbon dioxide, methane and certain other gases trap heat in Earth’s
atmosphere. much like glass traps
heat in a greenhouse. Scientists say
this "greenhouse effect" will warm
Earth’s atmosphere significantly
during the next century, possibly
causing sea levels to rise and triggering droughts, crop failures and other
environmental damage.
Research by Bolin, who also is a
meteorology professor at the University of Stockholm and science adviser to Sweden’s prime minister,
"is of fundamental scientific importance. ’ the prize committee said.
"He has been instrumental in determining how man’s activities ...

WANTEDI
CLASSICAL ARTS DIRECTOR

NLWARK (API
Police say
they’re sorry for a mistaken drug
raid, in which a law-abiding resident
says his family was terrorized by
gun-waving officers who wrestled
him to the floor and handcuffed his
wife.
"We all feel terrible about this,"
Newark Police Chief Ken Jones told
reporters Thursday. He blamed a bad
tip and a language barrier for the incident Tuesday night.
A lawyer for the victims said he
planned to file a $1 million claim
against Newark next week, a first
step in bringing suit against the city.
Bok Hwan Kim. 49, said he was
alone in the living room of the apartment he shares with his wife, three
daughters and 78 -year-old motherin-law when police arrived outside
his door.
Kim said he opened the door and
seven or eight members of what
turned out to be the the three-department Southern Alameda County
Narcotics
Enforcement
Team
swarmed in. put a gun to his head.
punched him in the face and wrestled
him to the floor.
Kim. who was treated at a hospital
for cuts and bruises about the face.
said the raiders also grabbed his
wife. Jung J4 44.4 hantivutfoid her
and foreell’he’Ved lit bn tfie Bunt

r
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Storage problems? I I

t
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last day to register in advance for
classes starting May 30-June 18.
Students may still register during
the first day of class on a space available basis, with instructor approval.
By taking a summer session
course, you can concentrate on just
one thing." said Kawamoto. 20.
Continuing education courses are
funded solely through student fees.
with no state or local funding. The
result is an average $91 tuition cost
per semester unit, as well as additional charges depending upon the specific course.
For those students who will be attending SJSU during the summer.
student parking will he available in
all three campus garages. Permits
may be purchased for the Seventh
tel
TN MIN liM Ni= Mil MN MI NEI

LIANOX,
AP)
Can16, I
dies used for light set a house afire
lust hours abler electricity was cut for
Her brother. Ants% on Tiggs. I
non-payment of a $34.86 bill, killing was in critical condition at Robot 1a 9 -year -old and critically injuring Kennedy Medical Center in
thorne, a nursing supervisor
her brother, officials said Friday.
Tammy Tiggs was pronounced Their sister. Vernicia Bolts. 17. v. Iii.
dead at Centinela Hospital Medical was caring fur the younger children
Center in Inglewood early Friday while their parents were attending a
mormile alter she was pulled from church meeting, was treated and re
,m1 I its Angeles leased, deputies said
her i-iiii. I
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Swedish scientist wins award
for ’greenhouse effect’ study

Whaddaya think?

April Young, a junior majoring in humanities. takes advantage of the Spartan

lb.

mmemmememiiimemimummett.

(408) 727-5301 - Santa Clara
(408) 446-9440 - Cupertino
(408) 328-2770 - Palo Alto

Possibilities:

Secretarial
Data Entry
Receptionist
Technical

Computers
Light Industrial
Word Processing
Accounting
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AIDS

Books portray Reagan
as hesitant president
WASHINGTON (AP)
More
than a dozen men and women
who know Ronald Reagan or
have served him in the White
House have written books, and
they largely agree on a portrayal
of an affable yet hesitant chief executive manipulated by a protective wife and an image -conscious
staff.
From the White House chef to
the Reagan offspring, Michael
Reagan and Patti Davis, from the
disenchanted economic whiz,
David T. Stockman to the secretary of state who left in a huff,
Alexander M. Haig, almost all
sing the tune sung by Michaes so
close to the Reagans they considered him a son.
"Ronald Reagan sort of glided
through life," Deaver said in
"Behind the Scenes." He said he
and Nancy Reagan "became a
team, united by our shared belief
that her husband needed to be
protected, whether he wanted it
or not."
Haig, in "Caveat: Realism,
Reagan and Foreign Policy" describes the president as a sort of
shadowy figure. "Because of his
(Reagan’s) habitual courtesy, it is

Front page I
ference held on campus recently.
He said that in all the AIDS cases
he has studied, the HIV virus was
present as a precursor.
"This HIV virus is actually capable of producing the disease we
know as AIDS," Pauza said. "The
majority of AIDS patients develop
antibody responses for HIV."
He also said both AIDS and the
HIV virus showed up at the same
time.
HIV is a retrovirus which makes
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) from
RNA (ribonucleic acid). DNA is the
basis of the genetic code of living organisms.
When the virus enters a person’s
cell, it makes DNA which is used to

at times difficult to know when he
is agreeing or disagreeing, approving or disapproving," Haig
wrote, describing the president as
"a listener, absorbing the views
of his advisers" who "gave little
indication of his own position.’
Larry Speakes, the former
presidential spokesman, caused a
sensation in his book, "Speaking
Out," in disclosing that he felt he
knew Reagan so well he could
feed the press quotes on crucial
international matters that Reagan
never made.
Stockman portrays Reagan
as a well-meaning, yet simple
man. Reagan "did not appreciate
the vast web of confusion and
self-delusion I was creating" in
1981 when he concocted the tax
and budget cuts to be pushed
through Congress. Stockman
wrote in "The Triumph of Politics."
Donald T. Regan, former
chief of staff, in the most recent
and most devastating book, "For
the Record," says Reagan was
programmed by his staff to run
through a daily schedule as a
movie actor runs through a shooting schedule.

code new virus particles which in
turn infect new cells.
Pauza said although each case of
the disease is unique, AIDS is a slow
process of infection and the underlying mechanism is the same.

Richmond superintendent’s
’difficult’ past resurfaces
RICHMOND (API
School
board members in Richmond were
aware there was "some difficulty"
in the past of their newly hired deputy superintendent, but the newly
published details won’t make them
reconsider the decision.
"We were assured by our search
consultant that whatever may have
happened in the past was behind
him," said Frank Calton, a member
of the Richmond Unified School
District Board of F.ducation. "There
was some indication that he had had

The virus targets the immune system, but it also attacks other organs
including the nervous system, he
said. Because the virus remains inside the infected cell, it cannot be
detected.
Special cells, called T-cells, are
highly specialized for fighting invading particles and are an integral part
of the immune system’s defense
mechanism. The HIV virus attacks
these cells which essentially eliminates one of the crucial links of the
system.
This breaks down the immune
system’s ability to fight diseases effectively.

and receive a free gift with this ad.
CRYSTALS. CANDLES, AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER -PERSONAL
HEALING
CRYSTALSI NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
DECORATIVE AND
HEALING PURPOSES
Spiritt4a and

Apply in the A.S. Office, 3rd floor
Student Union by 5 pm on May 17.
For more information call 924-6240
or 924-6260.

And you
may ask

Wereik
is that
beautiful
Job?"
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ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS
’

NEW AGE MUSIC
BOOKS ON NEW AGE

Psychic Raiding AvaitabGe

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION
791 So, First St

Virginia

San Jose, CA 95113

14081998-0648

FOR BOOKS
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
CASH

WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S. officials said Friday they are monitoring a nuclear-powered Soviet satellite that the Tess news agency says
will fall to Earth this August or September.
Maj. Alex Mondragon, a spokesman for the U.S. Space Command.
in Colorado Springs. Colo., said that
the satellite, Kosmos 1900, "has

Chair

Williams previously pleaded no
contest to forgery charges and had
been married to two women at the
same time, according to Friday editions of the San Francisco Chronicle.
Williams could not he located for
comment.

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE

Give the Program Board a hand in managing
its accounts. Consult with Program Board
members on fiscal feasibility of programs,
prepare financial reports and seek sponsorships for major events.

been in a steadily decaying orbit for
the last month. If nothing is done to
correct its orbit, it will decay," and
reenter Earth atmosphere.
The official Soviet Tass news
agency reported this morning that
Kosmos 1900 has a nuclear power
plant aboard, and would fall to Earth
in August or September, but that the
radioactive material aboard would
not present a danger.
Neither lass nor the U.S. spokesman described the mission of Kosmos 1900, but it is believed to be
one of two RORSAT satellites the
rom page I
influence. "There is always a subtle Soviets have in orbit.
change that accompanies organiza- RORSAT is an American designation which stands for Radar Ocean
tional restructuring," she said.
"Being on the Executive Commit- Reconnaissance Satellite.
tee offers a chance to talk, at bimonthly meetings with the president
(Gail Fullerton). about things that
are of importance to the campus."
Norton said.
In the Executive Committee, there
is an opportunity to help plan what
issues the Senate will address, Norton added. Everything that is dealt
with in executive sessions doesn’t
reach the Senate floor.
As a counselor and a senator. Sivertsen has spoken about students’
rights issues. She will take the top
Senate post for the 1988 through
1989 academic year.
Two other Senate leadership positions for next year were filled last
week by Ruth Yaffe (vice chairwoman) and Martha Thompson (secretary).
"The power positions on the Senate have all been filled by women,"
Wherever it .s a typeset resume can
Senator Bobbye Gorenberg said.
help you get 1 Un-vers.ty Fypographtc s
make yOu 100k your best on paper $30
Ti) become chairperson, a candione -page resume $25 for students
date requires previous experience,
So don tot the days go by Come to UT
serving one year as secretary and anWOMB*/ T/P001PhBB
other as vice chair, said a representaBO E San Carlos, San Jose
tive of the Senate.
408298-4455 9 t7 S 5 Iwn daily (Fr I14 -

On Wednesday, the the board
voted to hire H. Benjamin Williams,
president of Shorter College in North
Little Rock, Ark., to the post of deputy superintendent.

SociA4
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WANTED’
FINANCE DIRECTOR

Soviet nuclear satellite
to end orbit this summer

some difficulty...."
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MAY 16 - MAY 27

ATTENTION
COLLEGE
SENIORS
AND GRAD
STUDENTS

STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
Mon-Thurs

8a.m. - 7p.m.

Friday
8a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday 10a.m. - 4p.m.

C,V,T1
Fin
$

SPARTAN SHOPS VAN

SELL YOUR BOOKS
HERE 9-4

May 20 (Fri) 9a.m. - 4p.m.
May 23, 24,25, 26 9a.m. - 4p.m.

I.

You may already
qualify for the
Chevrolet-G MAC
College Graduate
Finance Plan
You’ll SAVE $400 on the new
Chevrolet of your choice
Qualifying is easy Call or come
for more information Leasing
programs available

BC:0k S

IIR

Located between Sweeny
and MacQuarrie Halls

WE PAY UP TO 60 % FOR YOUR BOOKS!!!
f

SPARTAN
x Esv
III SE INKI
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CART CHEVROLET
905 W. CAPITOL EXP
SAN JOSE
266-4000

ThOSannual

DON’T WAIT, OFFER
EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1989
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SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL

,tilVirqcs

198
Select your team members & sign your department
up now for the height of Summer Fun here at SJSU

FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
MAY 18th THROUGH AUGUST 31st

C.B.D. Indoor Mini Storage is:

TEAM COMPETITION
in Bowling, Billiards, Croquet, Darts
Horseshoes, Running & Swimmin

’Conveniently located - 1 mile from SJSU
’Clean - Well lighted - Security
’Open Monday through Saturday 8am - 7pm
Sunday 10am - 6pm.

INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION
In The Waste Paper Basket Ball Toss
& the new....
Summer Olympics Frisbee Toss

.5’ x 5’ $45.00 ALL SUMMER.
cm-, 5’ x 10’ $90.00 ALL SUMMER.
Security deposit $25.00. SJSU I.D. required.

CBD

INDOOR

MINI STORAGE
570 Cinnabar Street
Downtown San Jose
292-4800

Taylor

cinnabar
X i
E

ENTRY DEADLINE - Wednesday, May 18 at 4:00pm
Call for More Information
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924-6400
STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
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Flyin’ way up high

Rob Engorit, left, adjusts Mini Parkin’s suit
straps

A high -risk assignment:
Reporter earns her wings
:I’

A warm wind hit Illy running body as I jumped over
potholes and cow piles on the hill. I was shocked when I
was lifted off the ground.
It was my first flight. I was hang gliding.
Many preparations led to this moment. Mission Soaring Center provided two hours of instruction before I was
even allowed near the bunny hill in Milipitas Ed Levin
Park.
The instruction included the do’s and don’ts of hang
gliding. Don’t panic. Don’t fly in had or even questionable weather. Don’t forget to check your equipment before each flight.
Do relax and enjoy it.
Many instructions were safety precautions to reduce
the danger.
According to Roger Watson. a flight instructor at
Mission Soaring Center. there were 15 deaths last year
and six the previous year due to hang gliding accidents.
"Last year was just a had year. Basically, we’re on a
downward trend in terms of death and injury. Less people are getting hurt now than 10 years ago, for sure."
Watson said.
The first operation in preparing for flight is assembling the glider.
The glider is just a piece of strong cloth into which
ribs are inserted. The ribs stretch the cloth into itswingshaped form.
After putting the glider together. I put on a harness
that firmly attaches the pilot to the wings. After getting
acquainted with the feel and weight of the glider. I began
Fulling down the hill. An instructor ran beside me, shouting directions.
Then it happened. "Push up on the bar." the instructor said. and I was airborne.
I screamed, a shriek that erupted from surprise.
shock and the amount of adrenalin pumping through my
body.
The bunny hill veterans who watched were laughing.

It mil) lasted a tew seconds, but as the afternoon progressed, I was able to fly for almost a minute (without
screaming).
Despite scraped knees from a few rough landings. I
had controlled flights and landings throughout.
The only scary incident happened when the instructor
shouted. "Pull it in!"Instead. I straightened my arms
and looked down at him running below me. This made
the glider shoot upward into the oncoming wind. I was
caught by a cross breeze that pushed my glider toward
the only obstacle in sight - - a barbed wire fence.
I missed the cold -toothed metal by inches. The glider
wasn’t as lucky. It was caught and ripped by the barbs.
The afternoon continued with a little more caution.
The most enduring effect of the day is that when I
walk in the wind, down the walkways of SJSU. I expect
to be lifted into the air. It’s a feeling of freedom, of not
being bound eternally by the gravity and weight of the
earth.
But the freedom costs. It usually takes 15 classes before the pilot sails on his own. Watson said. And it takes
a year of flying before the novice is ready to take on the
higher cliffs.
At Mission Soaring Center. a single lesson costs 575
and a complete "pilot plan" costs $775. There are special rates for students, though, and equipment rental is
included.
A new glider costs between $ENO and 5.3,2(X).
Used ones are less expensive.
Rates for lessons and equipment may vary between
different shops, said Russ Locke. president of United
States Hang Gliding Association. The association has 7,500 members and Locke estimated that there are 6.000
other hang glider pilots around the country.
Locke said the sport is very popular in the Bay area.
"There are close to 1,000 pilots who live between
Santa Rosa and Salinas, he said. It’s the most active
area (for hang gliding) in the country ."

Above, Parkin makes her first hop
after two hours flight instruction.
Below, Parkin puts in support
rods that help the glider stav in

Text by
Dani Parkin
Photos by
Ron Green

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31, 1988

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

STAR SEARCH

A S Leisure Services is looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S. Leisure Services!

Macintosh Plus
$50 mo

DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS

Macintosh SE Model M52526
You have experience as an official and are knowledgeable in a variety of sports. Your
job will be to recruit, supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials You will
also be responsible for completing reports and coordinating official training clinics
You are a leader and can motivate others.

$78 m0’
Macintosh SE Model M52518
$100 mo

$5.05 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ADMINISTRATIVE

’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit
purchased before May . 31
988
No Downpayment
Required!

ASSISTANT

(WORK STUDY)
You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills. You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll, personnel, and accounting. You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records You are organized, assertive, 2nd have knowledge of A.S L S programs
$4.65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SUPERVISOR
You have experience in spoils as a league director and sports official and you
have had experience in supervising other staff You will be hiring, training, supervising, arid
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials You are mature,
dependable, level headed and responsible. You can do it all’,
$5.80 per hour 20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WERE
LOOKING FOR!!
Applications and complete job descriptions
Student Activities Office (next to the pub)

are available in the

1LEISURC
SERVICE
F UNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

924-5950

SPARTAN

13( X Kg11( )R41
SERVICE IS OUR mituoR

Camp Macintosh Summer Training
Information now available’
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU students, faculty and stuff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Hemel Hall, Room 208. but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication iv noon
TODAY

Student AMrmative Action: Chicano Commencement Final Meeting. 2:30-3:30 p.m. Chicano Resource Center. Call 924-2516 for
more information.
Church of Christ: Group Bible
Study. 7-8:00 p.m. Christian Center.

1(11 ’,DAN

Christian Students Fellowship:
Weekly discussion meeting. 11:30
’AlDN1
a.m.-1:30 p.m. Almaden Room,
S.U. Call 268-1411 for information.
Campus Crusade for Christ: Last Career Planning and Placement:
Tuesday Night Live for the year. Co-Op Orientation. Introduction to
6:45 p.m. Umunhum Room. S.U. Co-op, including details on applicaCall 277-8463 for information.
tion techniques and procedures. 2:30
Bahaq Club: Meeting, 7:30 p.m., p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. For inS.U. Almaden Room. For informa- formation call 924-6033.
tion call 293-3811.
Catholic Newman Community:
Campus Crusade for Christ: Last Ethics in politics in the election year,
Tuesday Night Live. 6:45 p.m.. 7:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center.
S.U. Umunhum Room. For informa- corner of 10th and San Carlos. For
information call 298-0205.
tion call 277-8463.

t hop
ion.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
ha. plans with quality coverage

Pool
Call

at affordable prices Call Mark FilIce Washington National insur
once. (408) 943-9190 for no obligation quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL Pt AN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes

and money too For Information
and brochure see AS office or
call (408) 371-6811

942.2470
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR M hlr
Ing temporary operators Exp.
enc. preferred, NO not required
Jobs even.. in the.
masking. diffusion, thick films
thin film., Ion implant All shifts
Pullet. Benefits Included Cal
408 721-7300 tor more Into Equa
sotto(

opportunity affirmative
employer

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that’s OK We ere church community Out yaks. It.. IndivIduei

INSTRUCTORS

search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of

VANCED lifesaving CPR and firs
aid certificate required 20-40 hrt
week, beginning June 20th Ca

San Jose offers creetIve Innate.,

257-7180

stimulating discussion, A poorlunifies for social ection We ere
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 11 000, call 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE

OASIS PROMO DEPT needs an ART
AD or PR motor for part time work
Contact Tod EONS al 792-3346
Imoot be 21 or over)
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
svallebM Immediately $5-18 hr.

IS IT TRUE you can buy paps for $44
through the U S government,
Gal the fact. today’ Call 1.317742-1142, Eat 8115
’87 PLYMOUTH RELIANT LE, loaded.
mint Condition. 96 nilles, estate
sale. 16500. warranty, 236-4809
PC -COW PC -COB PC-COMifi. IBA. AT IT compatibles and accessories Located at 2515 S King
Road Cell 2313-1038 Special 6%
oft for SJSU with 10

Northern Colltorni Nannies, (4151
949-7933

RED EYE is looking for assistant managers full thhe A part limo In our

FOR SALE

local .tor.

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP le
un1que bookstore, specializing
In books on history, current
events. labor, Black Americans.
slan-Arnericans.
Chicanos.
Nifittan by
women. Marxism
Blacks, Chicano.. Asians. labor
activists. Marxists We also have.
In Engil.. Soviet lands In the so
clal sciences You wont tind our
books. posters and rCOrds In
other stores in Me valley In addl
lion we Nita lichen and cull.
Oren
books I ousted at 950 5
First St San Jame (3 bliss south of
7110)G11 294-30301.. hours
WHITE size 61
WEDDING DRESS
NEW Asking 1750 (paid 1II50)
epos message (408) 377,9366

call at 446-5636

scribing original music some covers Call 293-9608
SCHOOL IS almost out anci summer is
almost here Now is Me tirna to
find Me perfect summer rob
Your, gonna need mon.y to
reach Me beech, & we are your
scold ml you can tat, we ha.
poeition for you We offer greet
pay, very nesifile FT PT schedules good bonuses and an enget all of your past terernairketing

CAREER OPPORTUNITY wfth
Iatgnt insurenc company

3rd
We

esperiences We have program
that everyone empolinzes ifith
Cona loin us and mph. some

need reliable slab. pooch. inter
Wed in owning Melt own Dual

money while helping to
mak* the WHEEL CHAIR Of Yla
PMS peas BC for nornediele

nes.

cone...on, call us at 286-6838

We prowl. sales 4 manguarsnleed
agement training A
income whim qualified Call Devld
Zacher or Dick Adams at 371.
4663
DifiNER Sian WAITRESS PT In
Minato Japanese Rest

EN/

In

Japan... Rest preferred Call
Mac at 996-97t 1 for apprketion
DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE OFFICE
Needs temporary races/1..6r to
start May 31 thru June 17th Can
work Into permanent perifilme po
anion Excel*. for atudent Ray
298-5522
DRIVERS THIS IS THE perfect summer lob" We have day A evening
poellions avalleble

If you know

your way around the Valley. than
this Is the lob for you All you
need layout own car Sines/rano.
The hours are good but the pay &
bonuses at...... better VIP also
have openings for Saturdeys Call
28114834 tor an Intervleor
111111F000SERVERS. COOKS, HOST
ESS CASHIERS, and busboys
Is
Mar*
Callender.
always
looking

for

new,

enifiueleettc

workers to pin our learn Apply at
7531 Meridian Ave or call 265
7130 log appointment
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCH01
ARS" Intl ifiretneeees and Moe*
tors *NS foreign nationIn whh
first

hand

knowledge

of

ems, or stock clerks on short term
assignments NONE Call us at
Tailored Inventory 709-0240 Monday through Friday
Direct care
staff needed for residential lacIll

Iles tor adolescents and young
adults wfth autism & united Oisebilitles FT PT positions available

sco-

’,P.c business sciontific. and
poifikal co.:intone in home cum
try for consulting ..istonc Fn,
Into

Nnd rnoma to BCS lot I,
700 St Mary. Pi , Suite 1400 Sac
Antonio, Ts, 78205 or call (1300)
671-2828, EN 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOI
ARS" Intl Waimea*. and Investors seek foreign nationals with
first

hand knowledge at eco
noon, busines tacierifinc. and
0.01ificel condifions In home country tor consulting assielence For
Into- send re... to ICS intl.
700 SI Marys P1, Suite 1400. Sr.
Antonio, Ts 78205 of call 18001
642.5254
FTPT pot In bts reproduction Non
Rev hrs gft summer lob No snip
nee Call John at 744-1741
I IFEGUARDS Seesonal A year round
posifions evens.. now Salary

weekday

mornings

af-

ternoons weekends, A overnight
shots 16-12 25 hr Call tor .0 cations & information 3744224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings tor automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
Shift. greveyrd & weekend shift
(F SSA) SIAM to 7 30 PM) Phys
ic., electronk or mechanical
orientation and U S
qui,.
445

Call

citizen re

415-493-1800,

WANTED-STUDENT

est

FREELANCE
Earn
while

PHOTOGRAPHER

Fie. achedWe necessary Call the insider at
436-0900 it ask tor David F Su -

/Angel() Lopez ana /Alex

-----11.1WEIsLLit IGGU000ES8SyE7’’

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM I BATH"
Carport, walk to umpus, no pets,
1595 ’no Call 774-3939 28168840
Liceneed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1 bedroom. 1
bath, on street parking, $475 Call
724-3939 786-8840.
licensed
agent

good

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security off,
um-

all

shifts

FT PT

evefting

process movers We will train
Apply in person Mon -Fri RAM.
4PM 160 Meridian Ana. 5 J .7865600
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifis ft p.
1614 hr 10 start Full beneftts. no
roperience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd

between Olcolt A San To-

mas Santa Clara Can 727.9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CI. ERK open,
ing at Varian image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs experience In

FOR RENT FRATERNITY or SOROR.
Bldg

located across from
SJSU on F San Fernando. very
commodius Inci full basement
kitchen. etc Call 866-0646 at

YOU ’

, .

4

t

, 1
_amam ’ti.,

ailliV

.--

RENT TO OWN

ship rt. or equry plus
abillty to 1111 SO lbs fork int certificate and Conform. driver. II
cense Must be US Oftneft Call
415-493.1800. eit1.446
STUDENTS A OTHERS
EARN Pad -time or full time In
corne Make calls on behalf of
worthwhile charities Hourly sat
ary and bent.. Gall NA 1925
future’ Need
SUMMER JOBS with
Psych. Pre-law & bus motors A or
PT posifions In sales, teaching
NO FOP NEC Prefer background
leiteNehip asp or parlicipiitIon
In competitive Spate Above ny
Ntensive train.
wage Nrnings
ing program to those who qualify
For Into on CAREER DAY call
4465564
SUMMER WORK’ Southweetern Co
awn 148130 vg MIA potential
earnings much higher Rulld re
sums and earn coned?. credit For
info call Gory at 377-3040
Estended
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL
day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
units. go. Pah Ammfifil
TODAY 723-9360

C-94

TELEMARKETING’, Appointment setting Peri Ihne, $200 Vill P0551
ME, DAILY CASH Walking die.
ten. horn camp. Afternoon
Good
evening shifts vallabie
votce 4 personality Call Jerry at
99845213

Relocating

139.500

er the Director’.

Pie*sa call

today. 298-7390

PERSONALS

Confldentlisi
335 5
Baywood
Ave San Jose call 247 7466 for
eppoIntment

,
.

0119

Leocs uKt
:.:AgToct4
DeSERT. to

"IOC
.

A

,

e

.. , .
-Cc

N

ife 7

Michael Sherman
soNAT ilSKE‘., ’((Ii

VELL IdafteAND,
atiEPE ’PE WC:?

HOW ’IA RAN UM?
JU5T igafi
,’ARTCOKIrYs.
4 \ 17

,Aq THAT

THE /ACK CF
13Awc,-1

I

AR9

1 NA1.4
11A-r.

f

jr

1 ;:ro

f?-

noes. the efteck on a young man
by Campus Ponce pr.. contact
In. 1408)256-2100 ask Inc David
or send 0 P0 Bos 51695 SJ
95151
RING

through

WEEKS-May

78th

ifith

Free

Diploma
Plaque and Fr. Souvenir Tassel
with purchase of Chios Ring et
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
COKING FOR I EMS GUITARIST to
pin drummer & ...1st Rd.
70.. 50’. rock standards Call
Dove Hendrickson at 1326 5465

SERVICES
BACKACHE",

My
I

MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
soloed, tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call
t415) 796-8497

Laugh Lines

FREE

treatment an
pan of rmarch protect It you
have hd tow beck min for more

twee.Ing or wiling cherniul depth
tortes tat me urrnaneotly re
rno00 your unwanted halt ’chin,
bikinI

tummy. rhoulachtt, NCI
15.. discount to students and lac

ufty Coil before May 31 19813 and
get your first app. at 1 7 price
Unwanted Heir Dieoppeors Wnh
Owen Chelgren R F
559-3500, 1645 S Remo., rrC
Hal, Today Gone Tomorro.
By Care

El ECTRO1 VMS’ Profeselonet HAM
removal, the only permanent
method A. Shout the spectal
discount for Spring Corn/Amen
tary consolation by appointment
Call 2146093t
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lens. from 1371 Dr

wHOS
STRIP? IPA LAIERNE La Rued).
I OWN THIS SECTION OF THE
PAPAS, SINCE
PIPER
3 kNUPRY
6.SJS
.05
(26 EN RECOLI
)c)
.1111461’
r1 ERING FROM
hb
A GALLDLADCER
.412,1rA
OPERATiON

cards? Let Wesifinglon Squame
Federal Credit Union help wtth an

it*,

unsecured loan at

13 95%. secured loans and cds also 0.11 able Call 647-72730, atop by the
WM. at 8th & San Salved,

,1

Fashion frames and tunings.s
by the leading d.igners Super
thin lenses for high power Rs
Medkel

insuifinc
week
en. warmly wet

coos. SJSU Students S. staff always have 10% oft Cell for NO
now" 405 F Santa Clare SI et
9th. call 995-0488 P. spa. VIM-

1020

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Lot ma
capture your wedding memories
with quoiny photos lot less" Budget end deluxe packages from
5299 You keep the negatives Call
Cherie at 274-8099
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY

provides a wide variety of muslc
tor your wedding, party or danc

DISCOUNT" 00% OFF tor
students horn 1st of May -30th of

SPECIAL

June Optkare i 020 S While Rd
M6926-7313
RESEARCH

SERVICES

Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All subpects
writers Resumes Re-wftting Catalog Berkehry (4151 1611.
5036
YOUR

WEDOING

6

6

4

’M

VI

by

Desk. Michel, formerly of KSJS
You,. got the party, we’ve got
Pe music, Alkhol Productions

WRITING,

ra,

I,

. \

N-P’ V..

PHOTOGRAPHED

professional, nigh quanty,
budget once, tree Inform...I
Call 371-7887 ask for SJSU dls.
by

Shacking up in America on the rise
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
number of unmarried couples in
America has topped 2.3 million, including more than 700,000 couples
who are raising children, the Census
Bureau reported Thursday.
In addition, there are more than
1.5 million couples of the same sex
living together, including 92,000
with children, according to figures
for 1987.
The number of unmarried couples
- which the agency defines as peo-

ple of opposite sex living together -has risensteadily in recent years, except for a brief pause in 1985. They
totaled 2.2 million in 1986 and just
about 2 million in 1985.
These increases, reported in the
study "Marital Status and Living
Arrangements," show continuation
of the widely reported trends of recent years. explained Arlene F. Saluter of the Census Bureau’s population
None of the recent social trends

covered in the study seems to have
taken any different turns in 19l(7,
she said. For example the study
found:
--Among children under age 18
only one in four (23.9 percent) lived
with just one parent, up from 23.5
percent in 1985.
--There were 130 divorced Americans for every 1,000 still married
and living with their spouse, down
from 131 in 1985.

count

Classified

TYPING
AAAAAA HH. YOU FINALLY FOUND Iran experienced, ettorclabie, professional typist’ Al 90 words
minute. loan molly all your papers
look and RE their best In no time
at all’ Hrty rates Shrslent di,.
count
P U
delivery
Avail
+Ands and evenings Cell ifind

ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABit ITS,
CKNOWL

5025 225-9009
ACCURATE ACCOMPI 1SHED Typls1 Specializing in
all academic typing. Including
APS format, term papers, theses.
,asum.s A cOvitr lettere I 1006

forward to serving your typing
needs this eemester Holy rates
8 30 ern
500 pm
Jane 2515942
ABSTRACT WERE NOT -letter guilty
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free proo’,mg disk storage
Reasonable
We re fast, dependable. gramma-

PS Loper
Iron, your disk Special discount
for faculty and students Call
Priory. NOM/WORKS at 14081

Free
cificassette transcription
dnSk storage and generous STU.
DENT DISCOUNT 17 years expe-

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Pepers, Research Protects. end

APS FORMAT term pew thesis wel
corned 10 years typing word pus
ceasing experience t artier quality
printing Vary competitive rata.
discount with
Students receive
ID Access Data -2814982 ask for

A A, SECRETARY, wIth computer
Close to K11001 Avalleble night

ABSOLUTELY

TYPING WORD PROCERESSING Thesis work a specialty F.padende counts’ Group
papery welcome Standard & ml.

Deno. Call Chrystal at 9234461

seven days weekry
Oifick turnaround All work guar
ante. Thanks

one [lay Rush pots ans my specl
silty
Call Pam et 14081 225.-

gurus, term papers. the.. We
also provide disk storage. editing.

ACADEMIC

AAAA-ACCUF1ACY

EDGEMMF in typing that, lops
Trust TONY, 796-2087 Thanks
SI 50 per page double spaced

wise college grads So cell 05
with papers. reports. Moses (especially nelenCelac at 251-0449

TINY
A

TYPING

SERVICE

Reasonable

rat.. tree 011* storage, free pickup & delivery Call 270-8936
CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term papers. group protects. theses, etc
word processing
tree /tisk storage trick return. en
work guaranteed Cassette IranProfessional

scrIption

available

Branhern area

Almaden’

7 days week Call

264-4504

grammar

reports, resumes. Miters, group
protects. manuals, theses. etc All
academic formats & APA Free

and Spell chocking
printing
or printing

253 WORD.

disk storage. SPELCHEK. punctuation grammar a.istance All
work guarenteed For that pro... -

747-2681 (Santa Clary) STUDENT
& FOCUS TV DISCOUNTS’

Resumes

Help with frommar.
punctuation. sentence structure
on request infra Turabian old
Former English
with 16 yrs
expertence

Will.*

Glen

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL TYPIST SI 25 Obi Sad pope Plea.

ASERJET OUTPUT Years of xperl.
enc.. serving SJSU faculty and
students All work guarenteed

Phone Mrs Morton at 766-9448
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers manuscripts screenplays

Specializing in word Psifiect end
sword Call PJN 923-7309

resume,. repetitive lefts.. Iran
scrIption free SPE!. CHEK copy
edit, disc storage Quick turn
around Santa Clara Call 746-

SUCCESS

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL?, Ns rate
your draft sn & type you party &
get down Law output & spoll
proofed Call Nut Pule at 946
3941 977,7999 beeper
TYPING."

REASONABLE
PATTI at 14061
Clare
area
Sante

Cali

TlIf rn papers theses Re*.
sum.. end rush lobs are my specialties Turn your heindlentIN
Weft Into polished work 199410grephies footnotes snap on my
word processor Special ntudent
raw.
Phone
7920693 lieeve

enacted., OCCtirSt.,
Only 12 minutes from

pendoifie

campus Pickup avellabie Sally et
751-4505

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Terrn papers AI 75 p (11,1 sp and
Small Duel...

melting list., flyers

letters,
newsletter,

processing needs Graphics, IN
tem manuscripts, moods. re.

academic, business, legal sword
processing needs Town papers.

5,7 50 a Reg $111 00 hr hour.
I 30-5 PM (aftern000 hours w
appointment) Can Anna at 972

3664 (tea. message)

PROCESSING.

WORD

wooed.
TYPING

CAMBRIAN

51 75 P. AMP

apece Cell 11794254

WRITING Bay

Print Your Ad Here
’Count approximately 30 letters and spa, es for each hPel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

1

One
Two
Day
Days
31 ones S3 55 54 35
4 ones $435 $5 15
5 I ones $51!, $600
6 I nes $595 $680
E ach Ackational Line Add $

Three
Days
TA 75
$5 55
$635
$7 15
80

F-our

Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

1111 illJlliuluIIlIIi

Five
Days
$570
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$90
SI 05
SI 20
SI 35

11111111111 111111111
L 1
_L.,L 1__L_L 1__L_L I

1

I 1 t_i_.J__J I

11111111111

111111111

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10.14 Lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
IS Plus Foes $8000
Phone: 924-3277

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

F mu loser’ IS

At I; tounctritto its

Automotive
Computers
For Sale

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

For

SENO NEMIROW OMER

Circle a Classification’
Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

OR CASH TO ,
SPARTAN DAILY CL ASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Unryersrty
San Jose California 95192

Days

Cluailled
OeedIrne

He-

AREA" 15 yrs apenence Cheap
and get. SI 25 per Doge doubts(

4992
RESUMES

REPORTS,

ws resumes nvnuscripts. legal
Editing evelleble Have two 09.grates Rwsonatee rates Call 5716
1379

PROCESSING" 12 yews sec retarmi
erporience No lob too large or
Student
too
small
Rate

IntitruCtOr
prelate
welcan
Qualify guaranteed On compus
plifirup delivery Call 140111 274.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

rnes.ge)
WORDPROCESSING

WORD

PROFESSiONAI

RATESifir
2465613:

TYPING

EDITORIAL

printer

ENTERPRISE’"

.101141 typing & Duane. *avian Fast. reasonable. & near IN
university Call 292-4047

SERVICE Typing
writing ssIstance. *Offing typing
reports
INNS,
reIC I ewer
or

LUCID

5825

proofed

Consultations,
Career
dem.
Seminars All lob areas Career
Center 243-4070

call Jeannie at 774,975

area

.1 service 40 years ttxpe-

area

Moroi. quick & dependable worry.
free sorysce at Its best toth AFFOPDA5LF RATES. call PAN at

253-W056

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take ad
Carnage 04 00’ ans pert’. Top sec
raptorial servIce for all your WOFID

Christopher CNN.. 00 Quality
and last servke at eztri.many low
pd.. Cook.. *ye ..am including glaucoma check, complete
contact tense service for family

Wanda Folk
SAY. ’YOU KIDS KNOsn
BEEN tXCLPYiNG 11415

NEED CASH FOR SCH001 or to con.1Idate
high
Interest
credit

than 6 months and are 20-55
years old pieew call Pelmer Col
lege of Chiropractic West Sr 14081
244-6907, cletnPn 401
MARE IT All’Stop shvIng. wesing,

1

I MEAN, LOOK AT THIS 30iNT
UPSTAIRS I GOT NEWTS,
PiGS, AND DuCKS
FOR NEIGH8CR5,

SO I COME SACK AND
DIE PLACE 14/6 J1157
GONE TO PUTS DJHOS
THE SLUMLORI, T
T’
SEEN RUNNING
11415 PLACE2

Oft liti.L0

Available

I NEED NFL P" Any person who wes
pm..., In the Pub on February
16.1981 at about 12 15 PM & wit

and

,;.1

0,.

., .$.,i

YOU

Skibblefritz

280-5161

EL ECTROL YSIS
CI INIC.."
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

Open 7 days

THE STUDENT UNION Is now acceptdata entry
ing applications for
accounting poellion Workstudy
la required Summer hours also

For Sale-7 Bifiro 2

bth doubiewkle mobliehorne 5
Star Parl, All appliances, pool, tecuzzi Story Road S Mcl aught.

JOSTENS

_
ila.

flet

_
i LL
mIss
YCl,

I. -I’LL
I .
lop AS WELL::...,,,,

. 4,

7

possible Easy method Owls you
earning quickly For Informative
appoint.mt. phone 14151 862.

*moon & eves

stores,

smell.. Apply

1 BORM. t2bikhm5JSU

Want upper levei students couple

ITN

NO CHANCE! ,--GET INTO
SCME ,
amii.
ilkou,
1TRSING
This soiri,,Aciz,n L D
HI M
W

ITIL BE
el3wRTHINGour

assistance makes el.dy income

et reasonable rates Call Deslree
or Phil. 749-7670 or 927-7359

HOUSING

COTTAGE

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY

1020

TRAINING SPECIALIST

ok No smoking 297.7679-1119PM

SAXOPHONE PI AYER WANTED plus
bass player tor recording Tran-

CAO

um...Spanish &

OfIke

ergetic working enviroornent For

HELP WANTED

NM,

We II work around
lithOCe schedules but must hey.
mornings a week opening eveil.
ability, non-smokers Interested

21)
Y.

GOCADLPF6. -

TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn rostra
SS es inventory counters, kit pull.

poury Services. 964-1340 for details
Typists,
secreted.k.
receptionists,
laborers.
IN
clerks
PART-TIME /013, Fiellble hours, goal
PM’ Computer experience ben. 0161 Call Jonathan at 280-7777

oarlame,
tei

s

1._,S.1111..s..a

Miraculous changes in the prayer beads have been reported in other parts of the country and the world.

(mining experience
PAFIT-TIIM. FULL TIME JOBS available’ Never fee Call BEST Tern.
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Senour and about 50 members of the Mother of God
Queen of Peace Prayer Community of the Carmelite
Monastery in Marinwood, encompassing two prayer
groups, attended.
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18 say they saw rosary beads change colors

Skeptics say the yellowish color of the rosaries is a
result of natural tarnishing and erosion of a silver coating. Jewelers say the erosion is influenced by body moisture, which changes with exercise and emotion, among
other things, and environmental factors such as humidity
and climate.
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Christian Students Fellowship:
Meeting, I 1:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 2681411.

For information call 985-1904

MARINWOOD. Calif. (AP) -"Miraculous"
changes in color of rosary beads have been reported by
members of two prayer groups, who believe the shifts
mean the Virgin Mary is answering their prayers.
At least 18 people have reported the color change
since a retreat in Burlingame last month that focused on
Mary. They say the experience has changed their lives
and encouraged them to pursue their faith in a deeper
way.
"Chills went through my whole body," said Mary
Senour of Petaluma, who said she saw her rosary turn
from silver to gold as she drove home from the retreat 15
miles south of San Francisco. "I just felt humbled. like
God was really blessing us."
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Walters: Task force takes on student

Final take

From page I
grams, including the play "Warren," which is a story of a gay man
in San Francisco who died of the disease.
Next semester, in his new (director) position. Walters plans to continue to push for expansion of the education program on campus and in
the neighboring communities.
"People need an awareness of exactly what’s going on," he said.
"We need to care for people caught
in the cross-fire.
"It’s not so much AIDS aware-

ness as life awareness."
Through accurate information and
support services he hopes to instill in
people a sense of responsibility.
compassion and respect for theniselves and others, Walters said.
"This life is great and your life is
God-given," he said. "We have the
choice to screw it up.
"There’s nothing wrong with getjust don’t make it your
ting high
lifestyle."
His own mistake was that he
didn’t realize this early enough, he
said. And as a result of intravenous

drug abuse, he contracted AIDS.
Walters said he still has hopes tor
the future.
He hopes the AIDS prevention
programs will be so successful that
no one at SJSU will get the disease.
Walters also continues to partici
pate in experimental treatment pro
grams at Stanford Hospital and the
University of California. San Fran
cisco in hope that a successful drill!
against AIDS will be developed.
"I don’t think they can do any
thing for me
but just in case,- he
said.

Ceremony: Chicanos hold graduation

Matthew E Durham Daily

Members of the Update News tress hold up a banner to celebrate a birthday and the last shoo to he

Plunge
I non page /
’I suppose it was dangerous.- he
said. They have a good point that
there were safety concerns.’’
I t Id Dusablon said he thinks
this inst documented account is not
the first time people have sneaked in
for a dip.
"I believe it has probably happened before." Dusablon said Friday. "We’ve been expecting this to

staff photographer

recorded in their Dwight Hemel Hall studio,
ohich is to he renovated over the summer.

happen. We’ve had officers patrolling the area to try to prevent it. he
said.
Coakley said he thinks other late night swimmers have preceded his
group.
"I understand half a dozen people
have been in there.- he said.
Dusablon said the three people arrested were cited and released. They
will go to court and, if found guilty.
will most likely be tined, he said.
The incident was blown out of
proportion. Coakley said, when
UPD printed, handcuffed and photo-

graphed the students for mug shots.
"That was just plain ridiculous,"
Coakley said. "We were just a couple of college kids out for a swim."
The pool, originally scheduled to
open in August 1987, was pushed
back to October 1987. and then May
2 of this year. The opening was then
put off until May 9 because heavy
rains postponed work on the project.
The pool could not open May 9.
however, because it did not pass its
health inspection.
A grand opening party for the pool
is scheduled tar 2-6 p.m. Thursday.

From page 1
student Mauro Chavez because he
was concerned about the impersonality in the university commencement
ceremony and wanted to have a symbol of the Hispanic self-determination feeling of the time, Carrasco
said. Chaves, a professor at Evergreen Valley College, will be present at this year’s ceremony.
In the middle of the 1968 SJSU
commencement exercises about 12
Chicano students walked out to protest the fact that there wasn’t any
representation of their culture,
within the university system. Carrasco said.
The students were protesting the
neglect by educational institutions of
studying Mexican culture and politics. Also. "There was a lot of stereotypes in literature. depicting Chicanos as lazy and passive,Velasquez said.
Though the reaction to the walkout was minimal, further confrontations with the administration resulted

CE gets contract

Protest
From page 1
"If State didn’t have a track program. I wouldn’t have come here,
said Abbott, a senior majoring in sociology. "1 just want to run
The athletics board has said that
track was cut because at least
$5(X).000 is necessary to repair track
facilities. But Abbott said the administration used the cost "as an excuse.
"I can’t see a reason why it hasn’t
been already repaired,- he added,
saying that repairs have been long
overdue.

Because his teammates had a track
meet in Utah over the weekend, Abbott wasn’t sure Friday if they would
find out about the rally in time to attend. The athletes were told of the
sports cuts just before boarding their
plane.
"It doesn’t help their morale," he
said. "That wasn’t very considerate
in itself,’’
Because of a term paper due in an
off-campus class today. Carolyn
Lewis, coach of the field hockey
team, said she cannot attend today’s
rally. But she said her players should
do what they feel is right.
"They’re involved," Lewis said.

Honors
I. rani page I
helped me pass the ELM (Entry
Level Mathematics test).- said Trinidell Thompson, an undeclared
freshman.
Khadija Fredericks, a freshman
majoring in broadcasting, said, "A
lot of times staff and faculty don’t
think they (the support programs) are
doing anything, but they are. They
helped me and all these students get
good grades."

Gerieritl
WASHINGION (Al’)
Electric Co. has become the Pentagon’s prime design contractor for an
initial Star Wars missile defense system, receiving a $235.9 million con
tract for five years of research.

The award, announced ’Thursday .
is one of the largest Star Wars con
tracts to date. Under it, ( ;’’, Acro.
space Division in Philadelphia will
oversee research on the five key
technologies being considered for a
Star Wars system.
The award capped a five -month
competition limited to companies
that were not prime contractors I iii
the five technologies.

in the first Mexican -American graduate studies program in the country,
he said.
What can often take years was
completed over the summer. "In (a
time period of) one semester people
put together a department that graduated more students than any other
department for many years," Carrasco said.
"SJSU, in terms of education,
really was at the forefront of the Chicano movement," Carrasco said.
The first Annual Chicano Commencement, held in 1970. was the
first ever in the country. Through the
years, graduating students front as
far away as Hawaii and Southern
California have traveled to San Jose
just to be a part of the ceremonies,
he said.
This year’s Chicano commencement celebration is being held from
3:30 p.m. to midnight at the Italian
American Foundation Hall. 425 N.
4th St.

The master of ceremonies will he
Rig() Chacon, a broadcaster for
Channel 7. Carrasco will deliver the
keynote address. The program will
feature a variety of entertainment.
including Folkloric() Nacional Mexican. which Alvarado explained as
dancers front different regions of
Mexico dressed in the traditional
dress and colors of that area.
Other entertainment includes a
mariachi band after dinner and music
and dancing later. Everyone who attends will be served a traditional
Mexican dinner.
Tickets for the celebration are $7.
They can be purchased front Alvarado at the Student Affirmative Action Office or from Villarreal and
Velasquez at the Chicano Library.
They are being sold on a first
come, first serve basis. A donation
of $5 will be requested from those
who stay for the dance. Alvarado
said. For further information, students can call 924-2516.

WANTED’
FILMS DIRECTOR
To produce and mange the Wednesday
Night Film Serie
As Director, you will choose films
and Ornani,n the, c.r.!;.0
Gain Valli o,itt experiei ice
iiianauernent
and staff event production.
Apply in the A.S. Office. 3rd floor,
Student Union by 5 p.m. on May 17.
For more info, call 924-6240 or

STUDENT PARKING NEWS!
$81 FEE!

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU student parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00
per semester. At the same time, the use of quarters will be discontinued and you will be
required to purchase a parking pass to park in the garage - no pass, no parking!

MAIL ORDER!

How do you buy your parking pass? Simple. Beginning in July, you will receive detailed
information - and an application - in your Add -Drop registration package. Take advantage
of this offer! Just mail us back the application and a check and we’ll mail you a parking pass
in return. We expect long lines on campus after school starts.

ALTERNATIVES!

By the way, at the Seventh Street Garage you will be able to pay $2.00 a day, but only when
space is available. Park and Ride will no longer be free - either show your pass when you
drive into the lot or pay $2.00 on the bus.

CAR POOL!

Alternatives to driving by yourself are available and you should give them serious
consideration!
To encourage carpooling, we have just reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three
riders to TWO! Two or more students may now share the cost of a parking pass, which
entitles them to preferential parking in the Seventh Street Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail - County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at
the A.S. Business Office.

BIKES & MOPEDS

Ride a bike - rent a locker!
How about a moped? Motorcycle passes are only $20.25 per semester.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556
NOTE:
Parking fees for Unit 3
employees are subject to negotiation.

